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Rebels and Federals Continue to Carry on

their war, as They did Before Breach
Between this Country and
Iluerta Government.
Washington, April 25. Unconfirmed
rumors of the Wiling of Americans,
by mobs In Mexico City, tho arrest
of American railroad employes yesterday at Orizaba and Information forwarded to Washington that American
military authorities at Vera Cruz considered the situation at Mexico City
and throughout the Mexican republic
a grave one for Americans there,
aroused the activity of the Washington government today.
While the authorities were exerting
every possible effort to get verification of disquieting reports from the
Mexican capital,' Secretary of State
Bryan conferred with the Brazilian
ambassador here, Mr. Dagama, over
the arrest of Americans at Orizaba,
and informed him that he had requested the Brazilian diplomatic representatives in Mexico City to seek
the release of the prisoners. Ambas- buuoi iagama urgeu ine tsrazntan minister in Mexico City to do all he could
lor the release of the Americans.
Officials here wer much exercised
over the reported assassination
of
Americans in Mexico City. Serious
eventualities there, it was pointed out,
might aggravate the present situation
aud serve to arouse sentiment among
the people that would demand more
aggressive action in Mexico on the
part of this government. It was fur
ther emphasized, however, that mob
Violence could .not be construed as
any deliberate ftct of General Huerta
and that it couid be claimed by his
government that it was powerless to
control the situation, owing to the
feeling aroused by the
j
seizure of Vera Cruz.
Garrison Prepares Plans
Aimougn no new military orders
were Issued by the war department,
plans for perfecting the operations at
Vera Cruz and along the Mexican
border weer considered by Secretary
Garrison, General Wotherspoon, chief
of staff, and Major General Wood,
who has been chosen to direct the
military operations In cooperation
with Secretary of the Navy Daniels.
After a long conference of the department offlicals early in ihe morn?
ing, secretary Garrison declared that
the troops now enroute to Vera Cruz to
rpinfnivA thft naval fnrnuft thfro. woi-feeing sent there "fov duty." What
form this duty would take or how extensive or aggressive the operations
of the troops would be, the secretary
would not say. It was declared, however, that there had oeen no change
in the policy of the government to
"sit tight" at Vera Cruz unless retaliatory tactics should bo resorted to
by General Huerta or some overt
action by the constitutionalists should
Neudemand a forward movement.
the
constitutionalists, offitrality by
cials believed would be observed.
Should war be forced on --the government, it was pointed out, the base
of operations would be at Vera Cruz
and the plan would be to confine the
advance, if possible, to the territory
controlled by Huerta, with Mexico
City as the objective point of the
American forces.
Big Army to Move Inland
The movement, it was generally believed, would be an extensive one. Although it still Is. the determined policy of the .president to prevent war,
the army and navy are prepared for
any emergency and should the word
come to advance to the interior in car
.

n

der to protect life and propeprty, it is
said the war department Is ready to
send in an army of 20,000 to 30,000
men and to increase the forces to a
great degree along the Mexican border.
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Ilefugeea reported; that prior to
April 22 the Huerta government has
been conscripting (Soldiers, securing
2,000 by force ia Mexico City on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday. On April
22 it was stated Mexicans : began to
volunteer for serviced
Officers of both the war and navy
departments were concerned today
over the report from Vera Cruz that
a small Mexican form was prepared
to blow up the railroad bridges between Vera Cruz and Mexico City.
Several of these bridges could not
be replaced and temporary provision
for .getting trains by them would be
The plans of the navy
impossible.
for possible
and war departments
operations out of Vera Cruz hinge on
the possession of the railroad, and It
was feared they would be seriously
hampered if the bridges were destroy,

Will Call on Militia
ed.
Today there were appeals for more
The

troops from border states, and the
war department officials, while conwith
sidering plans for
the militia in those states, also were
working out plans for calling .into
the service the militia of various
states under the terms of the volunteer army bill just passed
Cabinet Dissension Denied
The war department throughout the
day was humming with excitement
Reports that Generaj Wood already
had been ordered to Vera Cruz were
emphatically denied. Reports of
in the cabinet over the policy
'
being pursued in,"' the Mexican" crisis
also were denied, and Secretary of
State Bryan branded as false a rumor
again circulated that he would resign
his post in the eent that war is declared.
n

navy department believed that
an expedition out of Vera Cruz along
the 'railroad could insure the safety
of the bridges, but it Is pointed out
that this would be an act of war.
This probably would be the first move
war actually is declared.
in case
Meanwhile the naval forces in Vera
Cruz must confine their operations to
that city and its immediate environs.
Americans Get Passports
The state department announced today that Americans in the vicinity of
Ciudad Porfirio Diaz, opposite Eagle
Pass, Texas, had been assured safe
conduct by General Guajarde of the
constitutionalists forces, and arrangements were made for transporting
such Americans as remained in the
,
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German legation in- - Mexico City to
surrender the arms Imported for the
protection of the German residents
there according to information received here. Admiral Von. Hintze, the
German minister, replied: t t ?;?!,
"If you got the arms you will hajv'e
to fight for them." .
',-,American Guns Confiscated
The American embassy in Mexico
City saved 50 out of the 300 rifles
in its possession when the order for
their seizure came from General Huerta. The 50 rifles were hidden and
Nelson O'Shaughnessy took a receipt
for the rifles and machine guns confiscated.
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Puerto Mexico have, not been interfered 'with la anjr way.
;
The American torpedo boat destroy
et Paterson, whkb. is at Tazpan.-jbabeen instructed' to take on board 25
Chinese refugees and send therh to
'Galveston at the first opportunity. ,
Naval officers, are of the bpinioj;
that the bluejackets and marines ty
shore will not fc relieved immediately ;on arrival of ie army brigade, and
hj't the
express thet,;.
atlon of the it aval4 forces will be begun only when sufficient soldiers to
garrison the city have been landrd.
Rear Admiral Badger has received
congratulations fjom Secretary Dan' fununicated them to
iels and ha
'
,
the fleet, ;: 4American naval officers on duty in
the city became; convinced after an
investigation of the sniping which occurred last night that they had to deal
with a secret organization.
Mexicans desiring to reach the interior from Vera Cruz are to be exchanged for American refugees, who
wish to reach the coast, according to
an arrangement made today.
El Dictaemn, A Vera Cruz newspaper, today says four Americans have
been killed by mobs in Mexico City.
It declares it has received this information from the federal capital.
Three of the American victims were
taken from the sfrftrt cars and killed
in the streets. The other was killed
in the Young' Men's Christian association building.
L"T'
"ill?
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feeling
word of intense
in all directions.
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neighborhood.
Arizona is Scared
The department also has been InPhoenix, Ariz., April 25. Governor
formed that a Chinese colony at
Hunt today continued to receive teleSpain Represents Mexico
Guaymas on the west coast is anxious
Announcement today by the Spanish to leave Mexico. Though in no dan- grams from all over the state, particularly the southern part, asking for
ambassador, Mr. Riano, that Mexico ger the Chinese fear developments.
had turned its affairs in the United - Amiral Howard was directed first militia5 protection as a precaution
States over to his government came to make such arangements as would against disorders, should the .Mexican
as a surprise to ofhcials here, the be advisable to assemble at soma safe rebels be brought into the complicawith the United States,,;.,
general expectation having been that place all American consuls and their tions
' Home guards companies have been
France would be asW to act in Mex- families and' other Americans until
ico's behalf. Following reports from transportation to the United States can organized at San Simon, Patagonia,
other
Madrid that King Alfonso was willing be provided. He has been authorized Mesa, Winslow and many
militia
of
towns.
Four
companies
to act as mediator In the differences to charter merchant craft to bring
tobetween this government and Mexico, Americana out to the United States probably will be sent to Bisbee
a
rifles
and
Fourteen
quantity
the selection of Spain to look after the warships, and his attention was called night.
affairs of Mexico was regarded as to the successful use of this method of ammunition, according to a report
with .significance. Although there at Tampico through the courtesy of received by the governor, have been
have been several suggestions of di- foreign men of war. As soon as he found .hidden near the international
plomatic Intervention from various has gathered refugees together he in line in the vicinity of yuma.
Governor Hunt telegrahed to Secrequarters it 19 declared at the Btate de- authorized to charter a vessel to
of War Garrison that he would
tary
States'.
United
to
them
the
partment that no formal offers had transport
cash
for 1,400 Krag rifleB and
pay
Arms
Holds
been made nor were any expected.
Germany
of ammunition.
rounds
325,000
on
A demand has been made
the

Americans are Arrested
In an official report from Consul
Canada at Vera Cruz the state department was informed today that several Americans yere placed! under arrest in Mexico City after being taken
from the refugee train that carried
Charge O'Shaughnessy and his party
to Vera Cruz. J. S. Starr Hunt and
his family were among those arrested. Barton Wilson was taken from
the train at the first station out of
Mexico City.
,
Reign of Terror In Capital
Further details as to conditions In
Mexico City were given Consul Canada by the refugees who have reached
Vera Cruz. They reporfc-- a reign of terror in the capital, and confirm the
reports of
outbreaks.
A mob entered Pertos
hotel, an American institution, insulted the guests,
smashed windows and emptied the
hotel. The gue.3ts were taken to other hotels, and the menegers of the
hotel went to Vera Cruz. ' The American
club was attacked and several stores
were sacked with a loss estimated at
50,000 pesos.
Consul Canada said that the refugees reported the American colony
well organized for defense. All 'foreigners have concentrated to withstand any attack. They are well armed but fear ah attack by overwhelming mobs. On Tuesday all business
houses in the capital were closed and
.he streets were filled with disorderly
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Transopif.BrtnB Refugees
Galveaton,: Texas,w April 25. The
vanguard of several thousand refugees from Mexico, headed for Galveston, arrived here today on the Unitjed
States collier Cyclops from Vera Cifuz
and Tampico, and the steamer Trmi-"dafrom Tampico. The majority
Tomorrow 1,500
were Americans.
refugees are due on the steamer
from both Vera Cruz and
Tampico.
Major I. Li MoGlasson, state quarantine officer, baa 400 cots installed
in the hospital and the United States
Immigration station at Pelican Island,
where the refugees will be detained
for six days in accordance with quarantine regulations.
The rich Tampico oil fields gener
ally have been abandoned, according
to information that reached steamship,
agents here today. There are a dozen
or more Important oil companies in
the Tampico field, including some foreign interests. A large jortioa of the
refugees due to arriv here today come
from Tampico.
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Fighting Continues at Tampico
Vera Cruz, April 25, Fighting between the Mexican federal troops and
the constitutionalists was in progress
at Tampico last night, according to a
report received by Admiral Badger
from the British war vessels there.
The British commander off Tampico
said he heard a Mexican gunboat In
action, but was unable to learn the.
extent of the fighting. The American
war vessels were lying a considerable
distance out from the coast. Refugees
Ninety Refugees Reach El Paso
El Paso, Tex., April 25. Ninety reto the number of 1,550 have been received from Tampico during the last fugees, mostly from Torreon, but infew days.
cluding a few from Chihuahua and
At Puerto Mexico everything was Parral, arrived here at noon. They
quiet last night. Rear Admiral Badger reported that the modus was general
ia relying on the British vessels there,
Thy hnd not Ifr-r- what had become
which are in charge of the situation. of ihe patty wh!eh started out from
Tha American liners at the docks of Tntranpo with Consul 'Hamni, but
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thought tjte necessity of repairing the
railroad might account for the delays
Indians Will Fight
Tucson, Ariz., April ' 25. Superintendent IJ.-- J. McQuiga of the pauago
Indian reservation said today? tut he
would offer the services of 400 mount
ed Indians to the government In case
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Mormons Leave Mexico

Ariz, April 25. Among the
refugee who arrived here today were
several Kickapoo Indians, who, although they are under the protection
of the American- - government, have
been living n the Mexican tat,e of
Sonora.
Forty-si- x
foreigners from El Tlgre,
Sonora, are expected here tonight. OPERATORS WILL NOT
OEK'S
Bishop C. W. Lilywhite has dispatched a second messenger to warn the
Mormons of Colonia Morelos to come
to the United States. The 3,000 MexAdjutant General Chase Holds Conference With John Lswsoa
icans thrown out qf employment by
Ihe Strikers' Organization at Ludlow this Afternoon in
the closing of the copper mines at
an Effort to Bring About Cessation of Violence
Cananea, will bet provided with food
free from the company store as long
Skirmish at Florence at Early
as the supply lasts. The managers of
T?
I
tiuur ims luuruuig.j
the big properties, at Cananea and at
NacOzari say that they expect that an
understanding between the re.be!s and
-111
the United Slates
,i or
Ctl.
(
f T,
Douglas

Stubborn Attitude of Warring Factions
Makes Task a Difficult One
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that their foreign employes now here
will remalnm the border with the
expectation of an early resumption of
work.
Daniels, at the request
Secretary
of Secretary Bryan, today ordered
Rear Admiral Howard, commanding
the naval forces on the Pacific coast,
to give either asylum or passage on
his vessels to any American consuls
desiring to leave Mexico by way of
the west coast. Like orders have
been given Rear Admiral Badger concerning consuls who may leave
through Mexican gulf ports.
British Subject Arrested
Secretory Bryan said today that
he has notified Ambassador Spring-Ric- e
of the reported arrest of a British subject at Orizaba. He was one
of 20 foreign railroads employes, 19
of them Americans, who were reported arrested here, Mr. Bryan denied
the reports that these prisoners had
been executed and stated that the
Brazilian consulate has been appealed to for their release.
,
e .
Rebels:, Attackimericans-.- .
An appeal of or government; guns to
arm citizens at Bisbee, Ariz., to prevent Invasion from Mexico was laid
before Secretary of War Garrison today by Senator Ashurst Governor
Hunt,' in a telegram to Senator
asked that 1,400 rifles be sent
to the nearest army post, a telegram1
C. Greenway at Bisbee. said that 900
Mexicans "said to belong to the constitutionalist forces," were .driving
Americana out of Cananea' across the
border.
j

Aa-hur-

supreme court,
A if pp. ittry u ,i
i,. ju
In jpjj j ,
, ,j
justice, and three oilier persons to near Ludlow this morning, but the
be appointed by the governor will troop tra.n Is ttl'A b
....g UU
a
leave today for Trinidad to investigate portion of the equipment is still on
ths
certain phases of the strike situation cars. A detail under General Chitws
This announcement was made by this morning visited Aguilar in an ef
Governor E. M, Ammons.
fort to ascertain the cause of the fir
'From other sources it was 'learned ing heard in the vicinity.
that their inquiry would be in the in
The tipple of the McLaughlin mine
terest of peace.
a snort aistance weet of Trinidad was
The governor stated that he had partly wrecked by an explosion la
telegraphed the Colorado congression night. The noise of the explosion was
al delegation to leant if the federal heard by Mine Clerk H. Smith, who in
authorities would approve his appoint- vestigated at once and reported that
ing three of the highest United States no damage had been done. This mornarmy officers now in Colorado to in ing it was discovered that the under-structu-re
had been wrecked by K&al
vestigate certain phases of the strike
In holes bored Into th
powder
placed
situation, particularly the military op
erations. At noon no reply had beep bane of the tipple.
B. J. Mattesoo, assistant nwwvr
received.
,,,!:
That the call for the special ses of the Colorado Fuel and Iron com
sion of the legislature will be issued pany, today caused to be posted- at
late today unless urgency of other the company's sting copies of ta
matters prevents its being prepared. telegram from President J. F. Wel-'bo- ra
declaring that no compromise
A meeting of women was held at the
state house today to discuss the would be made with the United Mint
strike situation today and later a spe Workers of America, and assuring:
cial committee called upon the gov- workmen at the mines tlvat they will
be protected by the company.
ernor.
.T'
iWelbonf s message was Irx reply t
one frosi Matteson in whit the asUnion Men Delay
sistant manager said:
Trinidad, Colo., April 25. At 2:30
".Report on streets that Mr. Roc keo'clock this afternoon the union offi
feller has wired ymtS to eetile wrh. the
cials had not departed for Ludlow for union. Advise."
the arranged conference with General
Welborn's reply, which in a later
John Chase. The union leaders, John
'
R. Lawson, John McLennan. William telegram be ordered posted at the
' j thromh t'
and
mines
male
Diamond and R, G. Bolton, were in
press, was in, f. (,- - :
conference at union headquarters.-'- '
"There is 'absolutely no truth in
rt
Militia Troops Relieved
' ; ''
on the - ;
f T
Troop T of Walsenburg, consUting Mr,' Rockefeller
v 1
in part of 47 recruits enlisted in the tie with the un. n. N t ' r
'
Colorado National Guard
At , i
shortly be feller nor anjee
fore the removal of the militia from a request or
p .
1
t
the strike zone two weeks aco, was do Fuel and Ion c n
'
v
relieved from duty this morning, ac- absolutely n"u ; t.
cording , a statement this morning United Mine Worke s
by General Chase. It ia charged bv
"Our local em i
union leaders that this company and care to belong to th c"i
to b'1 I '
many of the members of Troop A, re- , i
c
cently organized in Trinidad, an m ,To o i aftai ic of t
nip, chiefly of former employes of the in by the United 1
coal companies.
week ami will not he f
All militia officers who part it pn( il nriv one
, f i I
in the fighting in and around 1 1 "
i
on
this week have been ordered 1 v Cu i t t t ii i i
eral Chase to submit a detailed renort
i
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- . i
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Laredo Is Safe
Laredo, Tex., April 25. Laredo today awoke to find that danger of immediate trouble Mexican federals had
passed. Most of tht fires were extinguished by the rain of last night
None of the Mexicans returned to
Nuevo Laredo ' today.
A few men
crossed the international bridge.
The drugstore of Shelby Theriot,
American vice consul, suffered no
damage, although buildings directly
in front of it were destroyed. A conservative estimate of the damage Is
estimated at $500,000. Some of the
property owners who suffered the
most had contributed targe sums to
the federal cause, the greater part ot
which la said to have been forced C"1
, 1! r
"contributions."
No a Herat was mad1 i I n ' t to r
"ire or blow up eiflu r it the
ii ii '
il "
J cross the river,
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the enterprise.
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TOPICS FROM V V V
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

New York, April 25. Ia the
lint of men and women who grace the
American (stage there are no two who
enjoy more popularity among playgoers than John Drew and his charm
ing niece, Ethel Barrymore. Conse-qunelty their Joint tonr this spring la
looked forward to with delightful an
tlcipatioa. In the past 20 years Miss
Rarrymore and Mr. Drew have never
failed to Bee each other act 1a the
plays performed by each other. But as
actor and actress footlights have al
ways Intervened between them when
they have been present In the same
theater. Now Mr. Frohman has ar
rangd for them to appear together In
S&rdou's "A Scrap of Paper," begin
ning their season at the Empire Theater in this city on May 11.

athletes In
wrestling matches and other forms of
gymnastic exercise. The 'wrestlers
and tumblers will be probationary
men of the police department They
will show what they have learned in
the school for recruits. In addition
to the physical testa the program will
include exhibitions of ladder scaling,
of the humane method of handling
prisoners, and of line formations.

whole zens will gather

The annual parade of New York's
"finest," otherwise the police parade,
is always well worth seeing. This
year the parade is to have several
In true circus
Added attractions.
will be folthe
street
parade
style
lowed by the big show which will have
nearly all the attractions usually seen
under the frig white tents with the
exception of the menagerie. The show
will take place on the broad plaza in
front of the public library. Here the
city officials and thousands of citi-

-

to
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in

Brokers who seek other ways of
making a living in hard times are not
the only young men in New York
whom the dancing craze has put on
their feet, literally and figuratively.
Students at some of the colleges and
universities have found in the feminine desire to dance a more or less
profitable means of earning money.
Most women want to dance nowadays
and out of this has grown the demand
for the paid escort, who recently has
become a noticeable feature of social
life. At a dance which takes place
at the end of the ween in an uptown
hotel the dancing men present are
mainly the husbands or relatives of
the members of the club. But these
could not be dragged away from busik
ness for the
dance, and as
the women were determined to have
partners they cast about for them.
One suggested that college students
might fill the bill. The experiment
was tried and was found successful
and not expensive. It is said these
partners received tl or $2 each at the
end of the dance.
mid-wee-

The first national exhibition in this
country of the wood working industry

America will be held in the Grand
Central palace next month, under the
name of the Forest Products expos!
tion. In addition to the general display of the forest products of the
country special exhibitions will show
the various manufacturing processes
and the machinery used in the affiliated trades. One of the most im
portant exhibits will be that of the
United States forest service. The
government display will include fire
towers, equipment stations, models,
wood utilization and distillation, paper pulp plants, and conservation me
thods. Lumbermen's associations and
other organizations in Louisiana, New
York, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Minnesota, Illinois, Pennsylvania and sev-of

'

Arrangements have been concluded
for the meeting at the Waldorf-As-toia next week of the eighteenth annual convention of the American Cotton Manufacturers' association. Lead
ing men of the cotton Industry will
be present from all over New England and the south. One ot the principal features of the program wilt be
an address by A. It. Marsh, a former
president of the New York Cotton
exchange, on the new rules adopted

by that body. The convention banquet will be held Monday evening. At
the banquet Frank A. Vanderllp and
others will discuss tne "Duke Warehouse Plan."
A novel and remarkable teat or re
moval Involving (he transportation of
two completely equipped canning fac
tories from Brooklyn to the bleak
shores of distant Kamchatka, a penin- sula of the Siberian coast, is being
carried out by a New York company,
in an expedition which is now under
way and scheduled to arrive at Its
destination early next month. The acknowledged supremacy of the United
States in the salmon industry , has
long been a source of envy to the
Russians and Japanese, but hitherto
they have been content with their
primitive and inefficient methods of
packing the fish that have left them
behind in the world's markets. Some
time ago two delegations from the
Orient visited the United States to
learn the cost of preparing salmon for the consumer,' .hastening
the packing during the season, and
doing away with the salting of fish
which was required in packing them
In barrels, and which made them far
less palatable. As a result of the
visit the Brooklyn firm received: an
order for two complete canning fac
tories.

playgoers in the metropo
lis have learned with regret of the
critical illness of McKee Rankin in
San Francisco. Many years ago Mr,
Rankin; and his wife, who died several
years ago, were prime favorites in
this city. They were truly actors of
the old school. Their greatest sue-Old-tim- e

HELPLESS AS BADY

V
Down

ia Kind Unable to Work,
and

doi-tle-

them."

If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
worth your while to give Cardul a trial.
It has been helping weak women for
more than 50 years, and will help you,
too.
Try Cardul. Your druggist sells it
Wrtti tt: Chtttuioog Mtdlcln Co., LadM
Ifltifory Dent. ChttUuxwf. Turin., for Sfeiat
book, 'Homt
iHttrMcHm on roar cu and
tnaUnttt (or Womta." is ptauo wmppw. h A 1 HI

ceases were m ways navmg w uo
with a romantic and picturesque side
of life on the western frontier, such
as "The Danites," and "The Golden
Giant" The Ranklns appeared in the
Initial production of "The Two Orphans' in this city. At the height of
his success Mr. Rankin built the
Third Avenue theater, which had
amonc its opening attractions such
famous players aa Joseph Jefferson,
Clara Morris, Richard Mansfield and
J. K. Emmett In later years the
hulk of Mr. Rankin's fortune was
swept away in unsuccessful ventures.
of
The Ranklns were the parents
three girls, all of whom married well
known actors Gladys, the eldest, be
coming the wife of Sydney Drew;
Phyllis, the wife of Harry Davenport,
and Doris, the youngest,
marrying
Lionel Barrymore.
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From actual photograph, April 17,1914. Our Bluejackets loading Post Toasties on U. S. Flagship Virginia, Rear
Admiral Beatty commanding, at Charlestown Navy Yard, preparatoiy to possible war with Mexico.

Fight "or Frolic
Here's a Food that. Like our Navy,

V

Is Always
Up and down our seacost, Battleship, Transport and Destroyer,

President's word.

Btedy

have been waiting the

At Portsmouth, Charlestown, Brooklyn, League Island, Washington, Norfolk, Pensacola
and New Orleans; at Mare Island, Bremerton and our other Naval Stations the Big Ships that
carry the Flag have been loading food for the guns, and food for the men.

Toasties
serve delicious bits of toasted white corn-- a food that Uncle Sam and his men both
been a favorite aboard ship for many a year.. Grocers sell them everywhere in tightly
sealed packages that bring them to YOUR table factory fresh.
ready-t- o

like-h-

as

If you like $ood things o eat and want to et into action, order a pack- of delicious POST TOASTIES from the Grocer
fi

heyf re Always Heady

February 23 murdered Harry Ed
wards, night cashier of an express
company here, is to be placed on
trial Monday. A desire to steal $10,000 In currency which had arrived at
the express office during the night
and was to have been shipped the
following day furnished the motive
for the murder.
Edwards, the murdered clerk, had
given Dunn permission to sleep In the
express office for the night when the
latter told him he could find no
place of shelter. Dunn waited until
he believed Edward to be asleep and
then attempted -- to open the safe,
When Edwards suddenly awakened
and found Dunn at Work on the safe
the robber shot and Instantly killed
him.
After assuring himself that
Edwards was dead Dunn made an at
tempt to blow the safe. The operator
in the telephone exchange heard the
report and notified the police. The
latter thereupon called up the ex
press office. Dunn coolly answered
the telephone, impersonating
the
dead cashier, and assured the police
that there was nothing wrong.
Dunn worked on the safe the great
er part of the night hut failed to open
it. He was arrested on suspicion the
next morning and according to the
police made a complete confession of
the murder. It is believed that his
counsel will try to establish a defense
of Insanity.
FRENCH

raris, April

-

ELECTIONS

General elections
to the chamber of deputies will take
place tomorrow, with second ballots
two weeks hence in constituences
where candidates fail to obtain the
regulation majorities. The campaign
which closed today with the last ap
peals of the candidates has attracted
ia,r more man ordinary attention. Of
late years the French people have
shown an increasing tendency
to
assign a smaller place in their lives
io pontics. But the home events of
the past few months, particularly the
Caillaux-Calmett- e
tragedy, and the in
vestigation of the Rocljette affair,
have served to rouse the people from
their apathr end in consequence a
very heavy poll is expected
25.

SHRINES' TEMPLE

DEDICATED

St.

Louis,
25. Prominent
April
members of the Mystic Shrine from
many parts of the country came to
bt. Ujula today and
helped to dedi
cate the new Moolah Temple in this
city. Imperial Potentate William W.
Irwin. of Wheeling, w. Va., was in
charge of the ceremonies. The new
building cost a quarter of a million
dollars and is one of the most
magnificent temples owned by the order

anywheer in the country.
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THE FAIR

Summit Point. W. Va. Mis. Anna
Belle Emev. of this place, says: "I suf
fered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. I suffered so very much,
that I became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I beean taklne Cardul. the womar's
tonic, end got relief from the very first
s,
dose, dv tne lime i naa laxen i&
my health was completely restored.
1 am now 48 years years old, but feel aa
good as 1 did when only 16.
Cardul certainly saved tne from losing
tnv mind, and I feet it my duty to speak
I wish I had some power
in
over poor, suffering women, and could
make tnem Know me gooa u wouia aa

v

FEATURED AT

Wkt Helped Her.

TO TRY YOUTH FOR MURDER
Corning, N. Y., April 25 David
old youth who on
Dunn, the

WAJ

CLIMATE HILL BE

CLOHIEScnVlAI!
CLOXIIEScfII0IOEi
at

NEW MEXICO WILL ADVERTISE
ITSELF AS COMFORTABLE
,
PLACE TO UVE

Santa Fe, April

wew Mexico's
climate will be featured at the San
Diego exposition. It will be done of
25.

ficially under the auspices of the federal government and the statistics and
descriptive matter will therefore have
the stamp of the highest possible scientific authority. Uncle Sam ha re
turned to the old method of Issuing a
monthly bulletin for each etate in
stead of by drainage basins as was
the policy lately. It is in this con
nection that Director C. E. Linney of
the Uited States weather bureau at
Santa Pe has assured the exposition
commission that effective work will
be dona
Mr. Linney will start at once on the
preliminaries. He will prepare for
the next monthly bulletin for New
Mexico and for each' bulletin to fol
low, a special article on some feature
of New Mexico climate that appeals
to bealtheeekers, tourists, farmers, investors, home builders. Extra copies
of each monthly bulletin are to be
printed. At the end of the year, the
yearly bulletin for 1914 is. to be made
especially complete and interesting
and at least 10,000 extra copies for
the use .of the exposition are to be
Struck off.
In addition, the exposition
has taken up with the Washing
ton authorities, the matter of assigning an assistant to the San Diego
weather bureau who will deliver lectures daily in the New Mexico building on New Mexico's climatic advantages and superiority and display meteorological charts that will drive home
to the seven million and more visitors
expected at the fair the fact that for
climate, New Mexico is at the head of
'
the column of states. ,
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not offer
WE would
our patrons
clones which we did
not have &e utmost
These
confidence in.

remarkable $ 1 5.00
domes are tne utmost
in fashion, finish and
service.
("They hear me double
Warrant? of our shop

and of me makers'.
If a

Frankel Fifteen

Suit or Overcoat goes
"wrong mere is a new"
one waiting to take its
place, free of charge.

Come in and see for
Yourself how far $our

$15.00
ing

will go in buy-

these wonderful

domes.

E. Rosenwald &

Beware

of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury

Son

as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such

articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do
is ten fold "to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0 contains
no mercury, and Is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. In
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio,
by P. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
tree.
Sold by Druggists.
bottle.

Children's Diseases very Prevalent
Whooping cough is about everywhere. Measles and scarlet fever almost, as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs. L C Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
children had Bevere attacks of whooping cough, and a very few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great relief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Price 75c per

; Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
A good wholesome cathartic that
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
has a stimulating effect on the stomstipatlon. Adv.
ach, liver and bowels is Foley CatharNothing So Good for a Cougn or Cold tic Tablets. 'Thoroughly cleansing in
When you have a cold you want action, they keep you regular with, no
the best medicine obtainable so as t6 griping and no unpleasant after efget rid of it with the least possible de- fects. They remove that gassy dislay. There are many who consider tended feeling, so uncomfortable to
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur- stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
Mrs. J. Boroff, Ellda, Ohio, Red Cross Drug store. Adv.
passed.
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
was cured of a severe cold and cough
Why It Suits particular People
Foley's Honey ana Tar Compound
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed is prompt and effectiv for coughs,
toward the manufacturers of that colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
preparation; I know of nothing so coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
quick to relieve a cough or cure a Verron, Hancock, Mich, writes: "Folcold." For sale by all dealers. Adv. ey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops the cough
THE JOY OF DANCING EXERCISE with no bad after effect." It contains
Very few women or men, seem to care no opiates and is pure. That's why
to tango or get dancing exercise nn- - it. suits particular people. O. G.
less they are assured the freedom Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
from aching feet that Allen's Foot- A.lv.
Ease, the antiseptic powder to be
shaken into the shoes, always gives
Since the tendency to hold dancing
Mrs. Win. T. Thompson, of Battle
parties has become almost a daily and Creek, Mich, writes: "I have been
hourly necessity in every community, troubled with indigestion, sour stomthe sale of Allen's FootEase, go the ach and bad breath. After taking two
druggists report, has reached the high-wat- bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am
mark. Sold Everywhere 25c. well These tablets are splendid
Trial package FREE. Address Allen none better." For sale by all dealers,
S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. T. Adv.
Adv..
-

Notice

ALL MAKES OF TYPEWRITERS
ADJUSTED,

CLEAKED, EEPAIREQ AND OVERHAULED

With three years factory experience and
first class equipment.
Your Old Typewriter can be made like new. Reasonable
Charges. All Work Guaranteed. Call Optic.
V.II.I IAM D0ENGES, : CHICAGO.

'

..AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Tauperts' Report of His
Two Yeats as Mayor
en one, the water and light committee
spent much time in seeking to cover
actual
in
citizens
city the whole city with the amount availtaken by the
government. A strong inclination ex- able for this purpose, and finally
of the light
ists to delegate the work of city man- through the
company by their donating sufficient
agement to politicians and not
it of sufficient personal Interest lights to complete the system, were
to even keep informed of what is be- able to secure the present satisfactory
ing done, what it osts and of the arrangement of covering the whole
benefit to be derived.. Probably no city with light.
The water contract having expired
Administration of our city has been
the previous administration,
and
perduring
subjected to as much press
sonal criticism aa has the one just the committee undertook to secure a
more favorable contract for the city,
ending. In the main the criticism has
this having covered such a long period
as
the
nature,
in
its
unusual
been
time it would be impossibla to give
of
too
made
that
general claim has been
more
than a brief statement of the
the
and
done.
Myself
been
has
much
of the committee. On a prevclaims
with
four councilmen who took office
in renewing a contract
occasion
ious
.citizens'
a
on
ticket,
elected
me were
remitted to the
water
adthe
company
and politics has never entered into
mm
over
of
$5,000 in comthe
city
affairs.
ministrative
contract.
of
new
a
promise
The first problem was cleaning the
The Agua Pura company is doing
sanitation.
its
'itv nd improving
in the City of Las Vegas
business
There need be no furtner comment without a franchise from the city, but
upon this matter than that during the under an old county franchise and
first two months, 2 GOO loads of man- city contract In five-yea-r
periods. The
ure, ashes, cans and other unsightly, amount of money paid into the City
as well as disease breeding trash, of Las Vegas by the Agua Pura Com
were hauled out of the city.- - This pany for the year of 1912 in taxes
work was done in connection with the was under $300.
street Improvement and returning
The Agua Pura Company pays no
teams broughi cinders for the streets, occupation or merchandise license.
dolend for this reason, the 1,200-od- d
means as
not The upbuilding of Las Vegas
should
lars expended St this time
much or more to the Agua Pura Combe charged up wholly to the Weaning pany than any institution in the city.
The company was asked to accept
campaign.
the
of
policing
problem
the
contract for $1,250 per year for fura
Facing
date of
city during the training and
nishing the city water in lieu of $2,040,
contest, the police the difference being considered as a
the
department with an increased force, contribution to the improvement fund.
and At first the
company flatly refused to
kept the city free from tramps
full
perthe
for
make any concession, later refusing to
unemployed strangers
iod tip to July 4, and as many as 30 sign a contract for $1,500, but apparof these followers of the event were ently content to await a change of
I have no fear, howinduced to leave the city in a singl3
with ever, that the incoming administrajay.' Through an arrangement
the secret service of the Santa Fe tion will not safeguard the interest of
were the citizens in the matter and will
co'mpany 20 metropolitan, officers
exthe
only
for
here
duty,
endeavor to secure a contract that
assigned
and will mean a great saving to the city
meals
the
to
being
city
pense
rooms, amounting to something like funds and admit or rurther improveAll infractions of the law
ment. The city Is now using water
Ing this period were of local talent under a written agreement of cost to
find were prosecuted. The report of be determined by the new contract.
the police committee shows that after
Upon retiring from office Mayor
all bills were paid, the special privi- Goodail assured the council that Mr.
netH. Wl, Clark, had been paid for the
leges, fines, forfeited bonds, etc,
of
in
the
neighborhood
ted the city
settling of the title to the citizens
sewer, and asked that he be allowed
?50.
of
to complete the work. It is only
time
made
no
audit,
been
. There having
to
over
of
City Attorney Long to state
just
the city books for a period
not
that
the
authorized
only the council but he, the
council
12 years, the
endeavored for two
finance committee to secure the ser- city attorney, has
to
this
have
as
accomplished but
Ross
M.
years
city
L.
vices of Mr. Robert
so I hand It over to
without
success,
to
the
bring
instructions
with
auditor,
audit down to the latest date practic- my successor.
The fact that no disposal plant was
able. Not finding the records comfor the sanitary sewer and
with
work
provided
plete enough to start the
was being emptied in a
the
1902,
1901,
sewerage
of
the
1901,
years
the year
in violation of a state
stream
and
running
1903, 1904 and 1905 were passed
1906
council
the
submitted, at the
statute,
31,
March
from
dated
the audit
and brought down to December 31, last election a bond Issue for the purclear pose of providing' such a disposal
1913, This period, showing a
council plant to serve the whole city, at the
the
into
was
reported
audit,
and accepted together with the rec- same time passing a resolution pledguncomommendations from the auditor and ing the construction of the
of
the
system
the
city
sanitary
that
pleted portion
the finance committee
carried.
in
issue
case
bond
In
such
banks
the
in
be
deposited
funds
Financial
the name of the city of Las Vegas.
dollars' court costs in
One
hundred
$3,000
the
later
and
was
dona
This
dea
time
eult
the
of
on
(previous administration
interest fund was placed
decreed
been
four
per
against the city
having
now
drawing
posit and is
cent for the city. Also for the use of was paid.
dollars
a different accounting system in city Three hundred twenty-fivwill like- was paid for 'the new fire bell, towhich
success
of
the
affairs,
next audit. gether with its cost of installation.
ly be reported upon in the
orThe problem of lighting the city A very necessary expenditure and
administration.
an
op
dered
the
preceding
by
In a satisfactory manner being
A serious handicap in municipal affairs i the lack of personal interest

con-eld-

Flynn-Johnso-

n

Twelve culverts were purchased and
placed at points where flood waters

were flowing across and ruining
streets. A semicircular form being
used toj avoid deep ditches.
A storm .sewer 329 feet long was
constructed on National Avenue at
the bridge to protect Twelfth Street
from its annual washouts.
The old fire team falling with age,
a new team was purchased and the
old one sold. Discovering that the
connections of the fire hose were not
standard and that the nozzle frequent
ly could not be fitted without reversing, this also being true of the plug
end, new connections were purchased
and fitted on by members of the department
City property has been improved
wherever possible, the city hall roof
showing neglect was restored the best
possible and the city hall has been
connected with the sanitary sewer.
Some much needed cross walks were
built in a manner to serve the pedes-traiand not obstruct vehicles.
Two hundred fifty dollars yearly
has been paid the library board In excess of the money brought by the library levy, it being shown that the in
stitution could not be maintained for
less than $750 annually.
of the
Through the
street railway company an extensive
fill was made on Sixth Street between
Douglas and Lincoln Avenues, as well
as on Twelfth Street between Douglas
and National Avenues.
Practically every street in the city
has been graded and crowned and
where possible covered with cinders,
this work was all done out of the
city funds and without any property
assessments
Owing to the fact that the sewer
certificates are guaranteed by the general fund, $2,500 of this fund was
transferred to the sewer fund and
$2,000 still remains there, btft which is
due to the general fund as the sewer
is adistrict debt and not a general ob-

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated in Colorado)

Pueblo
Denver
Albuquerqua
Boise
Snlt
Butte

Cheyenne
City
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THE OLD RELIABLE

SNAP FOR THE

INSURANCE

BAIN WAGON

LAWYERS

E0HPANY--

SUITS, STARTED BY THE FEDERAL LEAGUE, MEAN FAT FEES
FOR ATTORNEYS

-

C.

v(1

.

-

ACQUITTED OF WIFE MURDER ENDEAVORS TO COLLECT
HER POLICY

MAN

Santa Fe, April 25. Sensational in
New York, April 25. One hundred
thousand dollars is the extreme are the allegations of
and thirty-fivasked for in the damage suits now the answer to the suit of Hal H.
pending between the National and Major and A. Mitchell Major, a min
Federal ' leagues, resulting from the or, by H. H. Major, his next friend
jumping of players. This stunt of the vs. The New York Life Insurance
into company, to recover" on two insurbig league moguls in rushing
court with damage suits and injunc- ance policies for $2,500 each on the
tion pleas is something new in base- life of H. Eudora Major.
The answer of the insurance com
ball warfare. With tne single exception of the Lajoie case, which was pany, among other things, alleges,
taken into court in Philadelphia, the "That said death of H. Eudora Major
war of a dozen years ago between was caused by arsenical poisoning,
the American and National leagues said death from arsenical poisoning
produced no soft money in the way having resulted directly from poison
ot fees for attorneys. The two old administered to her ty the plaintiff,
leagues kept out of the courts and Hal H. Major, for tae purpose and
used their coin as iait for players.
with the deliberate intent of causing
The present war among the big her death, so that he, the said Mai H.
leagues is being fought along differ Major, could and would become the
ent lines. When a player does a flop beneficiary .of the two policies sued
his old manager loses no time in hot- upon."
The suit was brought in the Third
footing into court, with a plea for
an injunction in one hand and papers judicial district and was
removed
for a damage tutt iu, rhe other.
from the state to the federal court
In connection with the numerous upon .an order of Judge E. L. Medler
law suits already filed there surely granting the petition of the defendant
are some strange and peculiar angles. for such removal, as the amount InTo the trained lawyer they may not voiced exceeds $3,000 and the suit is
seem out of the ordinary, but to the between persons of different states.
The complaint sets forth that the
everyday fan they look very much
like the "bunk."
policiea were taken out August 2,
President Gaffney of the Boston 1912, upon the life of either Hal H.
Braves asks $25,000 from the Balti Major, H. Eudora Major and A. Mit
more Federal league club on account chell Major. On Jflseember 15 of the
of Pitcher Jack Quinn deserting the same year, H. Eudora Major died and
Braves and signing with Baltimore. the company refused to pay the polligation.
Quinn's record shows that he did good icies.made
been
As much criticism has
Attached to the complaint is a sti
work for Rochester after failing with
upon the depletion of the city funds
York
and agreement reciting that
the
New
He
Yankees.
also
pulation
sources
and some of it coming from
that carried conviction with many, I showed up fairly well after joining the said Hal H. Major Is indebted
offer the following comparative fig- the Braves last fall. But to declare to Jessie P. Farrmgton of Sumner
that Quinn is worth $25,000 on his county, Kansas, for $371,82; to Frank
ures:
past performances seems like juggling L. Sanford, Denver, for $170.59 and
Balance in treasury, April 1st,
Lee Harlan of El Paso for $478 and
$8,831.60 figures to the limit.
1912
The Federal league is seeking $15,- - they are to be paid out of the pro
Balance in treasury, April 1st,'
. 7,583.42 000 damages from Killifer of the ceeds of the suit
1914
The insurance company in its an
Phillies and Blanding and Kohler of
Cleveland Naps. Ten thousand dol- - swer denies that the policies were in
Showing in a year or poor tax
collections a difference of $1,248.18 ars is sought by the league from full force and effect on December 15,
Tax monies usually received in De- Baumgardner and Williams of the St. 1912, and asserts that they were rencember were this year received in Louis Browns, and $25,000 from Ham- dered null and. void and of no effect
February. An advantage was taken of ilton of the same team. In these by the acts of the plaintiff, Hal H.
this by some to say the city funds cases the players and not their clubs Major, and that the proot did not conwere depleted, the above, comparison are the defendants. The claim of tain a true statement of the real
disproves this. All interest payments, the FederaIjTIs based on the refusal cause of the death of "said Eudora
sewer certificates, salaries, light bills of the players to live up to the con Major.
The reply of the plaintiff, H. H.
etc., have been promptly met and a tracts they are said to have signed
healthy balance of $7,583.42 is to the with the new organization.
Major, specifically and categorically
credit of the city on April 1, 1914.
In the opinion of lawyers the Fed denies the allegations in the answer.
Annual citjy revenues received from erals will have to establish that the The other plaintiff, A. Mitchell Major,
all sources amount to about $18,000. defendant players have deprived the demurs because "the answer does not
Of this $10,000 in round figures goes Federal league of extraordinary serv- state facts sufficient to constitute a
to the general fund. Of this $6,0W is ices, or in other words, services that defense against him."
required for salaries, leaving only could not be performed by others. If
ffudge Pape has set the case for
about $4,000 annually for improve the Feds are compelled to make their trial on May 23 and it promises to
ments, eundry expenses, etc This is claim good along this line they doubt- be one of the most interesting In the
a serious handicap to any administra less will center the
fight on the case court annals of New Mexico. Major
tion intent upon civic betterment.
of Bill Killifer, who is the star of the has been acquitted of the charge of
Sanitation
whole outfit that has been drawn in murder by a Jury In the state court3
Thla point has been given special to court. Killifer Is ranked as one but another charge of assault with n
attention and Dr. C. CI Gordon, city of the leading catchers of the
to murder, is reported to be still
big
physician, has devoted practically all show.
o
and in the state
pending
supreme
his time to inducing property owners
As a counter action to the suit of court a motion to disbar Major for
to connect with the sanitary eewer the Federals
Siaa
been
against Killifer, Presi financial Irregularities,
and to abate all nuisances.
dent Baker of the Philadelphia Na- brought. Major was a prominent atLegislation
tionals has filed two suit3 against the torney at Alamogordo and held variFew ordinances have been passed. officials of the
Chicago club of the ous county offices.
One for ash pits, or receptacles was Federal
Baker asks $25,000
league.
passed last fall, but too late for many damages and an
injunction restrainto comply with its regulations, owing
the
Federal
from interfering
SERIOUS ERROR IN EAST LAS
league
to freezing weather, but all must real
with the players of the Philadel
ing
VEGAS
of
to
throwing
ize the danger
property
phia club.
ashes about loosely.
With Blanding, Kahler, Hamilton East Las Vegas Citizens Wilt Do Well
The milk ordinance was called for
and Baumgardner, th other defend
to Profit by the Following
ra
this
faith
of
lack
product
the
by
in
the
ants
filed
fatal cases of kidney disease
sulk
the
damage
by
to
Many
the
as
much
and is a protection
Federal league, ranking nineteenth, have reached an Incurable stage beconsumer.
This
men
to
the
as
dairy
twenty-ninth- ,
thirty-firs- t
and thirty- - cause the patient did not understand
ordinance was drafted by District At'
1913 records the symptoms. Even today in East
In
fifth,
the
respectively.
is
supand
G.
C.
W.
Ward,
torney
ot American league pitchers, it is dif- Las Vegas there are many residents
posed to cover the ground, but it may
ficult to see how the Federal league making the same serious error. They
to
amendment
some
need
to
be found
can obtain any damages for the loss attribute their mysterious aches and
suit local conditions.
was
pains to overwork, or worry, perhaps,
ordinance
The nuisance
passed of their services.
to give perfect control of the corrals ' With court decisions and three pen when all the time their rheumatic
and other fly and disease breeding nant races to follow tae baseball fans pains, backache and bladder irreguwill find plenty to keep them busy larities are most probably due to weak
places.
An effort was made to raise the li- during the remainder of the season. and ailing kidneys. If you are ill. If
quor license but was opposed by some And incidentally the lawyers will your kidneys are out cf order, profit
in the council. This should be done. gather a nice bundle of change and by this East Las Vegas resident's
as may be seen by the following facts: learn more about the national pastime
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main Ave.,
Raton receives $800 annually from than they thought it possible to know.
East Las Vegas, N, M., says:" Through
each ealoon.
a friend's advice, I procured Doan's
Santa Fe receives $1,000 annually
from each saloon.
Kidney Pills and used thew for pains
Rheumatic Pains Relieved
in my kidneys. The prompt and gfen-uiAlbuquerque receives $1,500 annual
Why suffer from rheumatism when
relief I got proved to my satisly from each saloon.
Fvoswell receives $1,500 the first relief may be had at so small a cost? faction that the merit of this remedy
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes is in no way overestimated. My exyear and $2,000 following.
"I have been subject to attacks of perience warrants my holding a high
annual
Las Vegas receives but $200
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
ly.
Liniment
always relieves me immeThe salaries of the police depart
For sale by all dealers. Trice 50
ment should at least be covered by diately, and I take pleasure In rec- cents.
Co., Buffalo,
the liquor licenses, leaving the general ommending it to others." 25 and 50 New York, sole agents for the United
bottles. For sale by all dealers
States.
purpose monies for the needed civic cent
Adv.
Remember the name Doan's and
Improvements the purpose for which
taxes are levledi.
take no other. Adv.
FRAM GETS LICENSE
ROBERT J. TAUPERT.
Las "Vegfig, April 20, 1914. Adv.
Santa Fe, April 25. Secretary of
State Antonio Lucero today issued an
Joseph Cofk, premier of the com- Ontario farmers are organizing to itinerary vendor's license to Jose monwealth of Australia, begaa life aa
a miner.
promote their mutual interests.
IFram of Las Vegas.
e
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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"The Children's Children" are now using
Foley's Honey and Tar

Compound and it ia
'same safe elective and curative medicine thattheirparents
foundit. Forallcoughs,
colds, croup, whooping
to-day-

0$

FOR

cough, bronchitis,

hoarsenes and tickling
in throat, use it. It
gives satisfactory
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It is easy to have a clean spotless kitchen

All hardware and general stores.
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DIRT FROM COAL OR ASHES

As simple to care for as a lamp. Better meals
with half the work and half the expense. Can
be rewicked without soiling the fingers.
The New Perfection burns clean, cheap kerosene.
. 2, 3 and 4 burner sizes.
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Wife in the country ?
the house?
I
li win lrjof rno4it?
this morr
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k
1 don t care.
An ironing board, a damp doth and a turn,
cf the electric switch and in 5 minutes my
trousers look like new.
And when my wife comes Kick I r:i '
1
to get her an Electric Percc.Ltor,
L! c:.: 7.
Samovar, an Electric Range,
and an Electric Hot Water Cup.
I have been told all about t' r
years. row 1 rave euu..
Flatiron and I know all the el
I have been missing.
AU alone in
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prisingly large to the person who
doesn't keep up on war statistics. Of
111
course, not all these wars were Important ones, but they got into hisESTABLISHED 1879
tory, and seem likely to stay there.
The wars' tf the United States have
been: , ......
Published by
War of .tie Revolution
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated)
.....rvviIndian wars.April 19, 1775.
Northwest
September 19, 1790
if.
Editor.
K. M. PADGETT
War with France ......July 9, 1798
.June 10,'l80l
War with Tripoli
War of 1812 ......... June18, 1812
Seminole Indian war
..,V...... .... .November 20, ,1817
Entered at the pastoffice at East Blackhawk Indian war
April 21, 1831
s Vegss, New Mexico for
.
through the United States Florida Indian war r ...
December 23, 1833
sxBila a second class matter.
Creek Indian war. .... .July 27, 1813
First war with Mexico
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
April 24, 1846
Carrier
Dally, by
$ .05 Fort Sumter fired on April 12, 1861
Per Copy
.15 War with Spain
One Week
April 21, 1898
.65 Philippine war
One Month
February 4, 1899
7.60
One Tear
O
Ji

Is

I
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national sovereignity has too long
been a byword and a joke in Mexico.
We have been passed around from
one
to another with
our ultimatums and our proctocols
like the boy touring the restaurants
or a
in search of a
dishpan. It seems to be about
time to give both Huerta and Carranza a convincing and enlightening
of the real meaning of
national sovereignity.

SPELLS

Sour Stomach, Heart Burn

In

October,

1910, we received

r

Tr.T-rr'- T,

?

a letter from

left-hand-

Mrs. Hall, from
which we make
the following ex-

'

tracts:
"About twelve
years ago my ;::::::::
j
health began to
fall. 1 couldn't
eat anything
without suffering
for It I had
heart burn, sour MRS. JAMES A.
HAUL,
stomach, palpi
Norri City,
of the Bos 36,Illinois.
tation smother
heart,
ing spells, pains In my sides and
back. In fact, I suffered all over, Mr. and Mrs. Browne
and- a cough almost like consumpTo Give a Dance
tion. Doctors failed to relieve me;
Invitations have been Issued for a
In fact, they didn't seem to know
party to be given at the Dunme.
to
dancing
I continued
what ailed
grow
was
I
wftrse until
able to sit up only can opera house next Friday night,
a part of the time. I had almost lost which promises to be the most brilall hopes of ever fcelng any better.
Mr.
week.
"But one day some one threw Some liant social fete of the
to
are
Browne
P.
Herman
Mrs.
I
In
door.
them
books
read
at my
and
and found them to be Peruna books. be host and hostess and will enterDaily, by Mail
"They described my feeling so truly
Van Pet
6.00
NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY I sent at once and got a bottle and tain in honor of Miss Chella
One Tear (In advance)
will
be
list
large.
The
ten.
You
It.
guest
pronounced
3.00
began taking
lx Months (in advance)
and
aliment
catarrh,
my
systemic
7.00
One Tear (In arrears)
General i Venustiano Carranza de- gave me some advice.
Mrs. Lenoir to
3.75
Six Months (in arrears)
"When I had taken two and one- - l
clares in high dudgeon that Huerta is
Entertain Friends
to
eat
without
I
began
not the government of Mexico, that he half bottles
Next week Mrs. P. H. Lenoir will
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
suffering. I continued to improve.
is a culprit amenable only to the con
"When I had taken eight I was like entertain informally several times In
GROWER
stitutionalists and that the United a new person. That was nine years
52.00
One Tear
honor, of her house guests, Miss Ruth
States
is invading the Mexican Na ago.
'
1.00
rivana. Mrs. Floyd Stevens and Mr.
famMonths
Six
"I think Peruna the greatest
tional Sovereignity when it assumes
ily remedy there is,' for so many ail- itdgar Brown, all of Chicago, who ar
to punish Huerta, says the Santa Fe ments are due to catarrhal trouble. I
(Cash In Advance for Mall
rived in Las Vegas yesterday evening
New Mexican.
would advise any one afflicted with
Subscriptions.)
catarrh to take Peruna and I am sure from California on their way home.
is
to
It
about
"na
the
time
forget
i Remit
:
by check, draft or money
it will leave."
In the Kevjsed "Ills of Life", we Mrs. Blood Hostess
crder. If sent otherwise we will not tional sovereignity" of Mexico. National sovereignity in that country is have many similar testimonials which
fee responsible for loss.
Dozen
an illusory dream, a
a should Interest sick people every- To Round
Specimen copies free on application.
Peruna
the
Round Dozen club was enterfree
Sent
Co,
where.
The
by
chimera and a joke. Mexico has about
Columbus, Ohio.
tained Thursday 'afternoon .by Mrs.
AT as much national sovereign! fly as a
LLi PAPERS DISCONTINUED
People who object to liquid mediBlood at a delightful session.
s.
F.
Tab'-tSanta Fe gopher. An attempt to pun- cines can now obtain Peruna
EXPIRATION OF TIME
The afternoon was closed by refreshish a Maderista, a Huertaista, a
PAID FOR
C. S.
a Villista, on an Orozcite for for injuries sustained by Americans ments. Present were, Mrs.
V. Crocker, Mrs. F. L.
L.
Mrs.
or
an
murder
of
are
the
American
citizen
Advertisers
guaranteed the
at the hands of rebels as is Carranza
Mrs. George A. Fleming, Mrs.
largest daily and weekly circulation the looting of his property is always to give us satisfaction for the marines Myers,
Mrs. E. L. Hammond,
W.
J.
Lucas,
&t any newspaper in northern New met with the loud cry of "national shot by snipers from the flat roofs of
C.
W.
Mrs.
Wesner, Mrs. C. H. Schir-meMexico,
sovereignity." The worst blackguard Vera Cruz.
H. York and Mrs. F. 0.
J.
Mrs.
alThis country has listened too long
among the bandits of Mexico is
Blood.
of
"national
Vita
the
of
ways ready
to the polite promises
cry
reparation
TELEPHONES
from this faction and that In Mexico,
sovereignity."
Main 2
Business Office
The constitutionalists have shown
Carranza's high sounding protest Mrs. Crocker Hostess
Wews Department
Main 2
conclusively how deeply they are and demand for the evacuation of To Bright Idea Club
The Bright Idea Bridge club,,, met,
interested in the reparation of out- Vera Cruz is about as remarkable a
of
SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1914.
rages upon Americans and insults to piece of impertinence as this nation yesterday afternoon at the home
L.
V.
Crocker
Mrs.
S.
C.
Mrs.
Lo3ey,
the government of the United Stales. has yet suffered from a Mexican leadWARS OP OUR COUNTRY
It is to the constitutionalists that we er. That he. should think for a min- being the hostess at the session,
owe the majority of the murders and ute that his proposal would be enter- which was delightful in every way.
Could you tell the number of wars robberies suffered
by citizens of this tained by this government shows rath- Refreshments closed the afternoon.
iu which the United States has en- country. Between Huerta and Villa er plainly the Mexican conception of Present were Mrs. Charles A. Spiess,
Hallett
gaged since It went into business as there is little room to pick and the intelligence and the "national sov- Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mrs.
i government? The number is sur choosei Huerta Is as apt to make amend
D.
Mrs.
E.
Mrs.
Raynolds,
Our
Raynolds,
States.
of
United
the
ereignity"
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trans-eaUsl-
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Jr., Mrs. Herbert Clark, deputy county treasurer. She is a
Mrs. Erie Hoke, Mrs. E. J. McWenie, young lady with talents and beauty
Mrs. C. S. Losey and Mrs. L. V. and has .many friends. '
Crocker.
Mr. Mossman is assistant traveling
'
auditor and is well known in this
who confriends
state. He has many
Friday Bridge Meets
his
on
engagement.
him
With Mrs. Iden
gratulate
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club
,.. t! '':
'
met yesterday afternoon with Mrs. Reception for a
j
'
Clarence Iden at an interesting and
Pair '
Refreshments
session.
delightful
Tuesday evening at the home of
closed the afternoon. Present were Mr. and Mrs. J. Regehr .occurred a
Mrs. H. W. Keily, Mrs. George A. delightful reception, given in honor
Fleming, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs. W. of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Janzen, who
J.. Lucas, Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, have just returned from their, wedMrs. J. A. Talley, Mrs. F. L. Myers ding trip and are located at the Janand Mrs. Clarence Iden.
zen ranch., on the mesa,
The eevning proved to he a heartily
K. U. Cuts Out
enjoyable event to those present. FolThe "New Dances"
lowing a session of prayers,: readings
Lawrence, Kans., April 25. The an- from the Bible and the singing of
nouncement, was made here by the praise songs, a feast was served in
Kappa Kappa Gamma eorority that honor of Mr. and Mrs. Janzen: The
none of the 'popular dips and walks attendance was large and the recepwould be danced at the sorority" an- tion a complete success.
nual spring party Friday night The
reform wave also has spread to the Sorosls Meets
other sororities and clubs at the uni- With Miss Adlon
versity.
Sorosls met Monday with Miss EmE. W. Hoch. was particularly shock ma Adlon. "The Kingdom. Under Sol
ed at what he saw at the junior prom omon" wag the
general topic discusslast Friday night. In fact, he was ed, with Mrs. John H. York as leader.
'"horrified."
Miss Adlon read a paper1 on "The
, "I couldn't sleep the tiffht following
Character of Solomon.'' Mrs. Mabel
the prom for wondering what the pres- riall told of "The Condition ot the
ent' generation is coming to when its Surrounding Nations." Each member
jjoUftgi people ' permit themselves to of the organization gave one of Soldanfce such dances a I saw at the omon's
proverbs, which was discuss
junior prom."
ed. Mrs. York read Whittier's "SolThis is what the young women of omon and the Ant"
the sororities were told that Mr. Hoch
S. B. Davis,

,

;

Newly-Wedde-

Vw:-said.
''riU
The board of administration advised
Mrs, Brown to talk to both the young
men and women about "proper" dancing, but the dean of women believes

le
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Jewelry
Kewpies
The New

ft
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V
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Kps

WatchChains
for the Belt
Waldermair

Chains
Sautoir
Chains
Friendship
Bracelets
AT TAUPEBT'S
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.

.
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WILSON'S POLICY IN

a,

Lo-se-

r,

'

UPHELD a Jew had

EIEXICOJS

that her jurisdiction lies only with the
girls of the school so she is taking
the matter up with them.
The Kappa sorority and the PI Beta
Fhl sorority have promised that their
members shall refrain from dancing
the objectionable dances.

been the first man killed

war and
among the Austrian volunteers wha
came to the assistance of the mother
cpuntry in the Boer war. He also
ptated that a Jew was among the first
four men killed in the present trouble in Vera Cruz. The congregation,
on invitation of Dr. Landau, stood In.
silent prayer in honor of the memory
of the dead marine, Samuel Martin
Nirenberg Of Chicago.
In the

PRAISES THE PRESIDENT FOR HIS KINDLY AND
DIGNIFIED ACTIONS

DR. LANDAU

Spanish-America-

n

In his address on "Mexico and
Trinidad" at Temple Montefiore last
night, Dr. Jacob H. Landau upheld the
policy of President Wilson in his
dealings with Huerta, Dr. Landau
criticised severely the methods of
William-RandolpHearst and other
COMPLETE CHECKING BOOKS
sensational newspaper men who have
to
Santa Fe, April 25. Traveling Audbeen urging war and endeavoring
Howell Earnest and his assistitor
difficulty
force the president (Into
Woot-terwith the neighbor republic by inciting ants, Walter L. Kegel and L. B.
CurColivs,
massreturned
from
have
the critcism of the unthinking
es
ry county, where they checked up the
Dr. Landau referred to the fact that books of county officials.

.

n

Engagement Announced
Mrs. Perry McDonald has announced the engagement of her daughter,
Alias Madeline Kellv. to Mr. E. A.
Mossman of Santa Fe. The date set
for the wedding was not announced,
hut it is understood that the happy
event will occur before the year ends.
Miss Kelly is a popular young lady
of this city and holds a responsible
position at the court house, bein?
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BABY PUMPS AND SHOES

to 5

6

to 12

2

to 5

m to

psr Pair

Ti

98c

per paif

" "

"

"

5J to 8 CHILDREN'S'

;

2

it

$1.19
1.29
1.49
2.19
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EEST SHOE VALUES WE'VE EVER CFFEEEi)

PUMPS EXACTLY LIKE
AEOVE
GUN METAL, Pat. or Suede

Psr pair

i

l!

n

'
1

r

;

Blacks and tans, Vici Kid,' Patent and
Gun metal leathers.

Y&nr GkiQ

f

p

Oil SALE

GDILDRENS' SHOES & POMPS

For Men
.

"'

IN TEE HOUSE

follovjkjq nnmcm nznuorianci

FL0RSHEIM OXFORDS

gun metal, satin,
patent and dull kid leather.

".

attus
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Made of finest Vici Kid,
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PUMPS

,
EVERY PAIR OF SHOES

ii

$3.50. S4.00WS4.50
j."
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Now comes our big clearance pf Jootwear. That means exceptional savings on shoes of depend-- ?
able merit. These have been placed out on convenient tables for inspection.
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$. J. Hoffman ofWatrous was a
business visitor here today,

C. E. Hartley of Los Alamos came in

last night for a short visit
R. R. Champion or Onava was a
Duslness visitor here today.
J. W. Giddlngs of Santa Pe was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
M. Appel of Albuquerque was

Dettrick of Pueblo, Colo., came

in last night for a short business visit
in this city.'
Robert I M. Ross left this afternoon for Springer for a brief business
T
visit.
William Balfour, transportation Inspector for this division of the Santa
Fe railway company, was a business
'
visitor here yesterday.
;
Charles Wilson, representative for
the Denver Rubber company, was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Robinson and
daughter of Wagon .Mound came la
last night in their automobile for a
.

.

short visit
E. "Candy" Jones, representative
tor the Rood Candy company of Pueblo, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. ff. W. Burks and two sons will
leave this evening for Delray, Mich.,
where they will join Mr. Burks and
locate.
County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado left
this morning in his automobile for
Wagon Mound, where he will be on
business for the next several day3.
Ben Strjckfadden, representative for
the International Harvester company,
returned to Las Vegas last night from
Colorado, where he has been on a business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus of Al
buquerque will leave tonight for Chi-- ;
cago, New York and other parts of
the east, where they will be for some
C.

tima

'

Traveling In private business car
"Marcl," S. W? Myers, a director of
he Denver and Salt Lake. Railway
company, and a party will pass
through Las Vegas this evening re
turning from a trip in California.
at the
Charles Lloyd, employed
Rismark restaurant for the past sev
eral months left this afternoon for
Santa Fe where' he will qualify for
employment in the Indian service.
Mrs. F. Dougherty of Grand Junc
tion, Colo., left this afternon for her
home, after visiting relatives here for
the past 10 days. She has been the
K'uest of Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Elwood.
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound left
this morning for Mora for a week's
business visit. He accompanied Bias
i'alma, a. county prisoner. Palma will
be brought before the district coart
next week.
General Superintenaent O. H. Bristol of the western lines of the Santa
Fe Railway company, accompanied by
Superintendent F. L. Myers of this di
vision of that road, arrived in Las Vegas last night, returning from an in
spection trip over this division. Mr.
Bristol continued on his way to La
Junta, while Mr. Myers remained here.
Subscribe for The Op tie

D
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guards at Chandler in Fremont counhere
ty, while union headquarters
stated that no authentic account of
the reported outbreak had been reFuel comceived.
announced
officials
they had
pany
been advised, of some shooting, but
their reports did not attach particular seriousness to it
The governor was in communication
with the sheriff of Fremont county
relative to handling the situation. All
advices agree that no serious damage
had been done. There are no militia
in Fremont county.
Victor-America-

(Continued From Page One.)
Hall, 'another meeting place of
the strikers, pending the outcome of
the peaoe1 conference at Ludlow this
afternoon. Scores fled at the appearance of the strikers and a number of
employes in downtown stores and of
fices dieserted their posts.
Peace or war. in the southern Colo
rado coal fields was expected to be de
termined-todaat a conference be
tween Adjutant Genera John Chase,
representing the state government,
and R Lawson, Joha McLenan and
Robert G. Bolton of the United Mine
Workers.
Lawson eaid at 10:30 o'clock that
the miners' conference would start
within an hour for General Chase's
military headquarters at Ludlow.
"We are trying to bring peace and
end the strike," he. saidi "We are constantly receiving offers of volunteers;,
arms, ammunition and money from
various parts of Colorado and from
outside the state, but I think we
should be humble in victory, and I
wil gladly meet General Chase of any
one else and talk over plans for preventing any further bloodshed. I
want peace, but I want peace with
justice."
Strikers from the hills and coal
camps, estimated by Bolton at 300,
were in Trinidad today. No guns were
to be seen on the streets, although a
number of rifles were ia evidence,
stacked in the headquarters of the
LFnited Mine Workers.
the conference, the temf Pending
porary truce agreed upon last night
was still in effect. No disorders were
reported from anywhere in the south
ern district, although reports to
headquarters here were
that strikers had fired into the com
pany's camp at Chandler in Fremont
Lawson said he had heard
county.
rumors of the Fremont county shoot
ing, but had. no definite information
on the subject.

a busi- Castle

ness visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
O. B.

OLllLL

Denver Hears of Trouble,
Denver, April 25. Advices received
at the governor's office today minimize the importance of the exchange
of shots between strikers and mine

.

Victor-A-

merican

Trouble at Florence
Florence, Colo., April 25. A brisk
skirmish occurred between armed
strikers and a small number of guards
n
at the Chandler mine of the
Fuel company, six miles
from here, at 6 o'clock this morning.
Many houses in the town were pierced
by bullets and womuu and children
were hidden in places of safety.
At 9 o'clock the strikers had taken
a strong position in the hills sur
rounding the mine and were keeping
up a lively fire, which later was
Victor-America-

At 1:40 o'clock this afternoon telephone advices from the Chandler mine
were to the effect that desultory firing was still maintained by the strikers. It was understood that word had
been sent to the miners by union offi
cials to discontinue the attack, but that
the message had not as yet been de
livered.

GEORGE A. GAEtl TAKEN
ILL WHILE ON STREET

Phlladelphna, April 25. George F.
Baer, president of the Reading Rail
road company, was stricken on the
street here today with what ..physi
cians belieev was a stroke o paraHe fell to the sidewalk and
lysis.
was carried to his home five blocks
distant- where physicians who were
summoned are now with him. It is
belieed that Mr. Baer's condition is
:

W Baer

became

at

Ml

9

o'clock

while walking from his home' to his
office. He became unconscious and
was carried into a shop. Later he
was taken home. Oi. Alfred Stengel,
Mr. Baer's physician, was summoned
immediately. Dr. Stengel said Mr.
Baer's condition is Berlous and he is
doubtful of the outcome "

Put Your Honey in our Bank and we
Will Keep' your Accounts Straight

SECRETARY BRYAN HURRIES TO
ANNOUNCE THAT HE IS NOT
TO RESIGN

A bank check Is the way to pay your bills, because then you have a check on each bill. It is easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keeps your
counts straight for you and saves you many hours of work and worry. Start a bank account with us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of havirg a bank account

of
Washington, April
State Bryan today denied widespread
and jiersistent reports, that he. would
resign from the cabinet. When in
formed of published reports that he
would relinquish his post should war
be declared against Mexico, Mr. Bryan
said

:

-
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;
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CHURCH NOTES
The pastor will speak tomorrow
morning on "Was Jesus God?" The
theme for the evening will be, "Hypo-

crites and Hypocrisy." The choir
met Thursday evening at the home of
A. J. Gerard. Special music has been
prepared. Miss Thelma Coman will
play a violin solo at the evening service,
The Sunday school is making excel-

lent progress. The women's class
which was organized last Sunday is
one of the large classes.
The Ladies' Aid is preparing for a
"sock" social. Many Invitations will
be sent out in the next few days.
The social will be gien on May 1.
May 26 to 29 will be. the dates of
the state convention. Programs will
soon be ready for distribution. A large
number of visitors will come to Las

at that

Vegas

time.

WILL BUILD BRIDGES
Santa Fe, April 25. J. B. Johnson
of the state engineer's office left today for the state road camp at Santo
Domingo to discharge the greater
number of men in the camp and to
take to Watrous, Foreman W- - J. Pin-so- n
who is, to build the piers for the
new bridges over the Mora and the
Sapello before high water comes.

PEOPLES BANK
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TRUST CO.':'

'Capital and Surplus $122,747.00
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WEDNESDAY,! APKIL 29.
National League
W.
7
5
4
4

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Chicago
St. Louis
New York

Boston --- -Cincinnati

'.

r

.

L.

Pet.

2
2
2
4

.778
.714

4
2

5

2

B

2

6

From the Gradle to the Crave in Japan
A Night of

.Gfi7

.500
.444
.333
.286
.250

'

4

Every phase of Japanese life superbly illustrate- - and
depicted as vividly as though seen by the audience.

powerful Society Drama in one act and sonjjs
from Japanese Operas by accomplished artists.

League

u vi

Chicago:

i

,

Detroit

7.f

2

-

'

6

New
;i;
Washington;,.
Bostoni
St. Louis
Yor-.,?-

-

--

Philadelphia
Cleveland

TODAY IN CONGRESS

.57i
f;.
4 f...500

7
4

Buffalo
4
Baltimore
3
Brooklyn
3
Washington, April 25. House: De- Indianapolis
3
Kansas
City
bate continued on navy apropriation
3
Chicago
bill.
2
Pittsburgh
Passed joint resolution authorizing
to
and
loan
secretary of war
navy
Western League
equipment for instructing and trainW.
ing to sanitary organization of' Amer5
Denver
ican national Red Cross,
4
Arthur R. Marsh of New York cot- Wichita
4
ton exchange before agricultural com- Des Moines
4
mittee hearing on cotton futures tes- St, Joseph
4
Sioux
City
tified that If proposed legislation is
3
not safeguarded it might eliminate Lincoln
2
cotton growers' producing to low Omaha
2
Topeka
grades.
Senate: Mei'at noon.
Interoceanic canals committee continued hearings on toll exemption repeal bill.
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Federal League
Kansas City at Chicago.
St. Louis at Indianapolis.
Buffalo at Baltimore.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh. ...

able it; to hold five months "School.
District No. 6, Otero ., county, was
granted 187.13 for the same urpose.

.

NOTARIES APPOINTED
Santa Fe, April 25. Governor McDonald, before leaving in an automobile for Cerrillos to attend an educational rally, appointed the following
Arthur
Pierce
notaries
public:
Hughes of Doming; Ernest C. Berch-te'- l
of San Antqtiio; Felipe Tapia of
La Liendre; and Miguel A. Guerin
of San Jose.
IN CAPITAL

Santa Fe, April 25. Mayor Carter
Harrison and his son, Carter Harrison, Jr., on their way home to Chicago from Taos, spont considerable
time this afternoon in the Museum
of New Mexico being much Interested
in the archaeology of this part of
New Mexico. They expressed theo--l

.

American League
Chicago at Cleveland.
Detroit at St Louis.
New York at Philadelphia.
Boston at Washington.

en-

-

National League .
Cincinnati at Chicago.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia at New York.
Brooklyn at Boston..

HARRISON
.

TUESDAY

-

and

CYildrenurder

TODAY'S BASEBALL

AID FOR SCHOOLS
Santa Fe, April 25. Dstrict No. 99,
Roosevelt county, was today granted

-

WEDNESDAY.

Priccsl75c and 50c

.111

L.

-

MONDAY;
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SEATS on SALE at MURPIIEV'S
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,
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Federal League
W.
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A
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state aid to the amount of
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.
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DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
We pay four per cent Interest on Time Deposits and
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

nt

v

"The subject of my resignation has
never been discussed with anybody
nor thought of by ma"
White Houpe officials pointed to the
general denial issued a few days ago
of the story that Secretary Bryan
would resign saying that statement
was sufficient to cover all rumors of
cabinet dissension.
Outside of the White House there
has been considerable discussion of
the individual views known to be held
by members of the cabinet on the
present situation. fJone of these is
said to be serious or approaching any
breach In the president's official family, but there have been natural differences of opinion as to what aggressive measures would be pursued. The
president himself, it is said, has Invited the widest range of suggestions'
from his advisors and has steered a
middle course between those who favor a quickly aggressive policy and
those who believe war can be best
a verted by the patient observation and
;
actloii.
carefully deliberated
AH the cabinet : secretaries denied
that there is any serious division.

14

years 25c.

salves delighted with the patriotism
and public spirltedness of New Mexico
in thus taking good care of its prehistoric remains and historic

ERROR IS CONFESSED
Santa Fe, April 25. in the state supreme court today, the attorney
confessed error in the case of
Gumecindo Garcia, charged with the
murder of Henrique Rivera at Glorie-t- a
and the case was remanded to the
district court for Santa Fe county for
further proceedings.

MEET IN HUTCHINSON
Hutchinson, Kan., April 23. A large
attendance marked the opening hero
today of the annual state convention
of the Gideons, or Christian traveling
men. The convention was opened
this afternoon with a reception at
the Commercial club.' Tomcrrs'ar
morning the pulpits of several of the
local churches will be occupied by
some of the delegates to the convention. In the afternoon there will be
an open meeting at which the principal address will be delivered by A.
D. T. Moore, of Oshkosh, Wis., tha
national president of the Gideons.
GIDEONS
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Buying one article at the Merchant's cost or below and then paying him too
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it, but that which
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RESTAURANT 'AND CAN

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAY3 HANDLED

MOUNTAIN OF

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

JAPAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
N
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular comnlglt D
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenae 0
Visiting member art Me
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
earn month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wert. Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O, ft
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
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THIS

FAMOUS LANDMARK WILL
IN DR.
BE DESCRIBED
LANDAU'S TRAVELOGUE

COLUMN

Visitors to the photoplay during the
past week have been charmed with
the sweet beauty of the pictrm show RATES rOR CLASSIFIED ADVER Petten, Secretary,
TISEMENT
Meets first and third Taet
, O. E.
ing a Japanese arbor covered with
wisteria blossoms. This picture will
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I,
day evenings each month at Woo
be replaced tomorrow and until Wed- Five cent per line each Ineertlon.
men hall. Visiting brothers cordiai
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- nesday by another equally as I'narra- Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
ly Invited to attend. C N. Douslaa
alar conclave
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar
Ing showing glorious Fuji, tb3 incom No ad to occupy lei space than two
"
Ma
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flay
bbui
All
advertisement
charged
parable, the world renowned land- line
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
mark, and the loftiebt and most sacred will be booked at epac actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamiye, Re
mountain of Japan which reaches a without regard to number of word. corder.
"
height of 12,730 feet. We have all our Cash In advlnc preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
lives seen this . beautiful mountain
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represented on fans
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East Bound
M
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Arrive
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Masonic
at
against the sky seems like an old fam
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Depart
Monday eveninz at
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their
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V. Hedgcock.
To the common people of Japan Fuji FOR SALE Two burner oil stove, I
Cemetery Trustea.
is even more than a thing of beauty.
good as new, also kitchen table. In
To them tradition has given it a supaV
of C. Skafte, Y. M. C. A.
P. O. ELKS Meeta
Just exactly quire
ernatural character.
fourth
Tuesday evening of each
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what they be.lieve about it
FOR SALE Singer sewing machine, month Elk' home on Ninth street and
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stranee language and a different
810 Douglas avenue.
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This
standpoint, but in some way the moun
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baby
Secretary.
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iowers that rule this universe. They
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right.
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feel that, going to it brings them in
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closer touch with the mysterious real
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ity behind nature. Every year nearly
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mountain
the
climb
30,000 pilgrims
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
say prayers at various shrines and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fleresummit.
the
to
pray upon
especially
At the travelogue at the Duncan on FOR RENT Six room house, electric man, President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
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UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF WORSHIP
Chicago, April 25. Plans to build
what Is termed the "first univer
LOST Between Douglas and National
sal house of worship in America" are
signet ring, initial E. Finder
to be perfected at the sixth annual
please notify Optic office.
convention of the Bahai Temple Un-

ity, which met in this city today for
a four days' session. The new temple
is to be built In Wilmette, a suburb
of Chicago.
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HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunner. Chester A. Hanke
Attorny-at-La-

Las

Vega,

SIX ,per (cenlt iloans, obtainable to
buy, build or improve farm, ranch

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1. Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
Kast Las Tms. New Mexico
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIS SHEARER
fieneral MasR&KO. Hair and Bcalp

Treatmunt Facial Massage, ManK
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
to 3:30 p. m
Office Hours: 1:30 p.
JONES B0WEH8 MONUMENT

a

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 B. Central
Year irH!cal lSxperteaefc

B. A. JONES

NT-

New Mexi

W. W.

CO

BOWr,3,

Are

and city v property or remove incumbrances therefrom; special priv
ileges and reasonable terms. For
proposition address Finance Dept,
1527 BuBch Bldg., Dallas, Texts.
Rub
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storative Influence to the spot where
the pain exists. Price 25c, 50c and
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$1.00 per bottle.
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Peter," a sermon for those out of
with Christ, and in the evenE1ABEI
ing, "The Pattern of Christ."
This church welcomes any who are
sad, grieved or lonely, friendless or
hopelesM; ail who love the Gospel, or
need a Savior, and to whosoever will,
it opens wide its doors and bids you By Lydla E. Pinkham's Veg- welcome to the house of our common
tabie Compound and Wants
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE Father.
Other Suffering Women
The ushers will seat you, the music
Adrian
RaeyroUe,
CONCEPTION
will
To Know
will .please you, the Gospel
satisfy
pastor.
are
and
the
mass
friendly.
a.
people
you,
second
First mass 6:30 m.;
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
"I have
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
wanted to write to you for a long time
CHURCH
PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST
and Spanish at 3 P m, In Spanish at
to tell you what your
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Dougwonderful remedies
1:30 p. m. Rosary eo' benediction
have done for me,
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. las avenue and Tenth street.
was a sufferer from
Morning worship and sermon at 11
i.
female weakness
speak-lo- g o'clock.
school
lor
English
Sunday
and displacement
school
ses
and
Blblo
children
Sunday
study
and Spanish speaking
and I would have
45 a. m.
slon
at
'9:
m.
p.
1:30
such tired, worn out
every Sunday at
at
Endeavor
Christian
of
Society
feelings, sick head
,
aches and dizzy
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- 6:30 p. m.
Doctors did
The church extends a most hearty
Bpells.
ROWS Rev. Paul GUberton, pastor
me no good so I tried
to
and
Visitors
all
welcome
people.
Suna.
First mass at 6:30 m., third
the Lydia E. Pink- 1.30; sojourners in the city especially wel ham Remedies
day excepted. Second mast
Vegetable Compound
'
corned..
sermon in English, hymns rendered
and Sanative Wash. I am now well and
strong and can do all my own work,
hy the children under the direction
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, Cor owe it all to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
f the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
Compound and want other Bufferat 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish, ner of Main and Eighth streets. Rev tablewomen
to know about it "Mrs,
J.
ing
L.
4
Imhof,
pastor.
ichooL
At
to
3
From
i Sunday
H. E. Maben, 211 S. Spring, St, Mur
m.
a.
9:45
school
Sunday
Benediction of the Blessed SacraCommunion and preaching 11 a. m freesboro, Tenn.
ment At the New Mexico Hospital
This famous remedy, the medicinal
Christian Endeaory 7 p. m.
lor the Insane, mass every fourth
of which are derived from
ingredients
Evening service, 8 p. m.
native roots and herbs, has for nearly
Eunday by the pastor.
The church welcomes the public at forty years proved to be a most valuathe services.
ble tonic and invigorator of the female
tending
8T. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
organism. Women everywhere bear
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH, willing testimony to the wonderful viravenue, East Las Vegas.
tue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
James E. Richard," pastor.
Second Sunday after Easter, April
,
Compound.
Hours
service::
of
26, 1914.
Lose
Hope
Why
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
No woman suffering from any form
Holy communion 7:30.
a.
m.
Sabbath
9:30
School,
of female troubles should lose hope unSunday School 9:45R,B. T. P. IT., 6:30 p. m.
til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's
Morning prayer and sermon 11:00.
If you are without a church bme Vegetable Compound a fair trial
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
If yon want special advice write te
come!
We can help you.
Hymn 445," "When Morning Gilds
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co, (confwort
church
for
are
If
looking
you
the Skies," J. Barnbyi
idential) Lynn, Mass. Tonr letter will
come! You can help us.
Venite Exultemue Domino Chant
Deepened, reaa ana answered ny a
woman and held in strict confidence.
Railroad and National Avenues.
J, Robinson.
Gloria TJbt Chant J. Robinson.
Stomach Trouble Cured.
MEETING OF B'NAI B'RITH
Te Deium Laudamua E. E. Maderla
Mrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
Benedictus Chant-AnoShreveport, La., April 15. The
some time I suffered
Hymn 412, "The King of Love My writes, "For
grand lodge of B'nal B'rith, the larg
from stomach trouble. I would have est and most Influential Jewish chari
Shepherd Is" J. B. Dykes.
sour stomach and feel bloated after table and benevolent
Sermon.
organization in
R.
eating. Nothing benefited me until 1 the world, will begin Its annual dls
of
H.
"The
Love,"
King
Anthem,
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak trict convention in this city tomorrow
Shelley.
BradLeadeth
ing two bottles of them I was cured." and continue in session for several
"He
Me,"
Hymn 616,
For sale by-- . all dealers Adv.
days. The gathering will be attend
Presentation of alms Chant
ed by several hundred deelgates and
for flesh visitors
A valuable dressing
Hymn 679, "There Is a Blessed
from Florida, Georgia, Alaba
wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash, ma, Texas,
Home, H. F. Henry.
Louisiana, Arkansas, Ok
SNOW
This Uurch is on.,i daily for pri- chafed skin, is BALLARD'S
Ialiorna, Tennessee and Mississippi.
LINIMENT; It Is both healing and
vate prayer and meditation.
antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
A Cure for Sour Stomach
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
When run down with kidney trouble,
Adv.
Regular services every Sunday mornbackache, rhesnnatism or bladder
11
and
at
o'clock
Wednesday
ing
weakness, turn quickly for help to
MEN
RAILROAD
OF
FEDERATION
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall
Foley
Kidney Pills. You cannot take
to
Boston, April 25. A conference
them into your system without havthis
in
House
the
be
at
held
Qulncy
FIRST M. E. CHUflCH Cor
N. Fox, Him-rotomorrow ds expected to give ing good results. Chas.
N.
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. hi. city
Y.,
says: "Foley Kidney Pills
birth to a new federation of all orO. Anderson, pastor.
me more good than $150.00
have
done
of railroad men in Boston
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor- ganizations
worth of medicine." They give good
and
including employes in results. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
vicinity,
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
all branches of the service. The
League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
Drug Store. Adv.
movement possesses more than orworship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
that
A cordial invitation is extended to dinary significance from the fact
Reliable
Foley's Honey and Tar Comall who have no other place of wor- the successful formation of the Bospound
will be followed by efship to attend divine services at this ton federation
be sure that you buy Foley's
Just
of
an
all
alliance
to
forts
bring about
church.
Honey and Tar Compound it is a
the railroad labor organizations in reliable
medicine for "coughs, colds,
the United States and Canada, It is
THE FIRST BAPflST CHURCH
whooping coughs, bronchial and
oroup,
said that the federation movement is
Rev. Ji, Milton Harris, pastor.
la grippe coughs, which are weakenprompted largely by the present pol- ing to the system. It also gives
Bible echool, 9:45 a. m.
icy of the railroads in essening the prompt and definite results for hoarseMorning worship, 1 a. m,
The
number of their employes.
Young People's Meeting, 7 p. m.
ness, tickling thrqat and stuffy wheezy
new
the
proof
organization
8
m.
p.
Evening service,
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Prayer meeting, Wednesday even- pose to use its influence to secure fa- Cross Drug Store. Adv.
vorable action on the appeal of the
ing, 8 p. m.
an increase in rates, so
; The Baptist male quartette will sing railroads for
RADIUM TO CURE DEAFNESS
in the morning, the chorus choir in that the roads may find' the further
Berlin,
April 25. The merits of rathe evening. The sermons for tomor- curtailment of their forces unneces- dium in the treatment of deafness and
row will be, in the morning, "And sary.
other affections of the ear will be
threshed out at a congress of European ear specialists which is to 'begin its sessions tomorrow in Cologne.
of Germany,
Eminent 'apeciaEats
France and other countries have been
experimenting for a long time to determine the value of radium and
In the treatment of
ear
troubles. Some of the experimenters
IV-- "
X
claim to have met with decided success, while others are reported to be
sceptical regarding the value of the
treatment.
torn-munio- n

IRS.

P UL PIT
AND.
Choir Loft
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;
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A report Issued hy the Missouri bur- !the largest in point of attendance In ment workers In Chicago have niau
eau of labor statistics shows that St. the history of the organization.
a contract with their 4,000 employes
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
Louis had 44,947 members of trade
that
week,
provides for the
About 5.000 skilled workers In hand
I
unions in 1913, of which total 2,940
onehalf
time
and
for
prtcs
overtime,
were women. Recently this number operated glass factories in Pennsylva- and a half for piece work, a uniforms
West Virginia, Indiana,
Ohio,
nia,
Trades unions in Missouri now have has been increased by the organiza- Kansas and Oklahoma will be thrown wage scales for oil classes of work.
tion of 800 telephone operators.
into Idleness, at the end of May, when and the settlement of future disputes
Organized labor in Minnesota is conr
an.
eight-houfor
an
agitation
ducting
will be by arbitration.
Davenport is preparing for the en- the annual ummer shut-dowlaw.
Assointo
effect
the
National
tertainment of the twenty-seconby
an- iput
Gratifying progress Is reported in nual convention of the Iowa state fed- ciation of Window Glass Manufacturthe work of organization of the bank eration of labor. The conventlion will ers.
WANTED Clean cotton Msgs
clerks' union of Canada,
meet June 9 and It Is expected to be
gar Optle office.
Forty employes of Bpeclal-orde- r
The annual convention of the Commercial Telegraphers' International
Union will be held in Buffalo, beginning June 8.
The International Association of
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
Machinists is directing its efforts to
.
ioo.ooo.ca
5O,00t.M
"
bringing about al universal eight-hou- r
.
lX
In
machinists'
the
trade.
day
Children are taken into the Eng
lish mills as
at 12 years of
age, providing they have made 300 attendances at school in five years.
By a unanimous vote the Boston
. m.
i T. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
uunningnam, resiae.
Cigarmakera' Union has levied1 an asFrank Springer,
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.
sessment of $5 on each member to
Boston-made
advertise the
union cigars this year.
Kgg candlens in Pittssnrgh recently
went on strike because their demand
for $18 for a
week had not
been granted by their employers.
Following a etrlke lasting 11 months
the sheet metal workers of La Cross,
Wie., have been granted their dem
ands for a nine-hou- r
day and a minimum wage of 33
cents an hour.
The Wisconsin Federation of labor
f)4imf gm r? r (C
has voted funds for a comprehensive
campaign to strengthen (the existing
Office wUh he Sai!,IIiiel NaBonarEaiii
unions and to organize new unions
throughout the state with, a view to
making a record gain in membership
WM. G. HATDON- .
fmtli.m
thlsi year.
H.
KJJLLTW.
.Vto Fra-i'"--- t
"Peaceful picketing" is permitted,
. HOSKINS....
but picketing by "intimidation or co
.' t.
rMmrr
ercion" la enjoined' by an order of the
court issued in the injunction proceed
,
ings in connection with the waitresses'
I
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First Impressions Are Lasting
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Make a good impression with good envelop es ptin ted at the
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"Show me your friends and I will tell you who you are," is
a saying Old and true. No beverc r.o ever bad such a hirge circle
of Loyal friends as Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whitkcy. Its
popularity is not limited to any particular section Sunny Brook
is a universal favorite everywhere. It is a safe, sane, satisfying stimulant, and this, combined with its exquisite flavor, rich mellowness,
and high tonic properties, have earned for Sunny Erock its world....
wide supremacy.
Sunny Brook is bottled tinder 'the Green Government Stamp
unmistakable proof that it is straight, natural whiskey 200
U. S. Standard besides Sunny Brook carries the guarantee of tha
f Fina Old Whiskey in the World, that it is
Largest Ditiilcr
scientifically distilled, and aged, in the good, old, honest, Sunny
Brook way.
,

SUNNY
"
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hntiM with mir own rntctilfl
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No Need
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14.00 per
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BOND EN713LOPE3

SIZE

NO. 6

10CO

.

'

GOOD QUALITY

LOPES, NO.

6

$3.50 per 1000

of Emll Ehrman, under Indictment on
a first degree murder charge, Is on
the docket for trial Monday In the

Parke county circuit court, having
been brought here on change of venue from Vigo county. Ehrman, who
la a prominent manufacturer of Ter-r- e
Haute, shot and killed a teamster
during a strike at his overall factory
in the early part of last winter.

IN.
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NO. 12 SIZE 4
IN.
$4.50

$2.50 for 500
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n

ENVE-

3x6

j

NOTABLE WEDDING

.

IN.

$2.50 for

14.00 per 1000

t2.50 for 600

I

Washington, April 25. Official and
resident society in the national capi
tal, the army contingent in particular,
was well represented at the wedding
this afternoon of Miss Frances C.
Brookes, daughter of Colonel John C
W. Brookes,
end
randaughter of
General John M. Wilson and Edward ,
of f
cunningnam Bergner Fletcher
Philadelphia. The marriage ceremony
was performed in St. Thomas' church
and was followed by a large reception
at the Wilson home In Massachusetts
avenue.

4x9

NO. 10 SIZE

3x6

i

MURDER CHARGE
Rockvllle, Ind., April 25. The case
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LOCAL NEWS

We Have Today Unloaded Another Car

Regular Sunday dinner
Remain 50c. Adv,

of that Splendid
I fc

rr-

"""v

-

I t

One

-

at Hotel

OF

Don't You .Want a Sack?

Shirts, Special
Greenberger's.

that we
have an excellent line
of fresh vegetables and
Do you know

1

fruit every day?

Mr. and Mrs William White have
taken, up their residence at 411
Eighth, street
,

in

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

ma

The district court of San Miguel
county will convene In this city be
ginning May 18. ' jFhe docket is light
Two murder cases will be before the
'"'A
court at this session.."'

Headquarters fer the best
of all foods

'

v

to ? tre- 7 Take a delightful drive' to El PoU
Work on the park that
State
ated opposite the
piiU'for venir ranch ajjd try one of those spew
the Insane in honor of the memory of iai Sunday dinners. N. W. Erl,
Adv,
Kebrgo WWafd "Is progressing at a
rapid rate,' and Judging fromthe
3 and f 3. 50 Oxfords and
. Women's
d a' pretty placift.
.
pumps, J2.29.-- j Women's . J4 and f 4.50
vim .vKs'v?Tr." rmw& f?'
Oxfordg and' pubms j?2i5S,;on sale at
V to-uahd ifMning'a'a peelal frain arrived Bacharach'8.-Ad- T.
in Ias- Vftgaef tSou8 "ottjf- 'Ja,
The Ladies. , league- - of 'the First
night enrbute from San Francisco to
New York.- The shipment is' valued Presbyterian church will meet .Tuesat approxinlately f 300,000 and is Jap- day afternoon : at- 2: 30 o'clock :with
Mrs, Oscar 'rjiiberg;. 825 Third street
anese! "Bilk;
This is to trtrtbie social session of the
This new motion piqture theater that league.
;ia being equipped toy Browne and
Boots and shoes made to order,
Hoffman oq the south side of the
Plaza1 is progressing at a rapid rate cripples fitted perfectly.
Repairing.
and will be finished the first part of I have reopened my shop at 621
next week. The opening of; the theat Sixth street and invite all my old
er may occur the latter part of the customers a3 well as new to call. Joe
Martin. Adv.
week.
pro-priet-

.

L

1

:
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LIVERY aaid REPAIRING

With a full- attendance of all the
members of Company H and of all
the members of Major Ludwig W.
staff, the most successful drill
in months occurred laat night at the
armory. A special drill was held for
the purpose of issuing full equipment
to the company and the battalion staff.
Equipment for real work In case the
company should! be called out was is
sued. All during the drill enthusiasm
,
prevailed.
Company H at the present time has
a full membership and at the drill
held, last night 25 men appeared seeking to join. They were informed that
in case of war that! i they would be
allowed to enter the company, but that
at the present time the membership
list is complete.
..Lieutenant Smith ihad charge om
Comp,any H last night, while Lieutenant jPjowera was entered among Major
Lud'wig M, IlfeW's staff. Captain Luis
Armijo, recently appointed captain to
fill tne vacancy of George Morrison,
resigned, probaibly will take charge, of
the company.,gMonday .night, when another special, drill will be heldi.
c,

-

-

-

It?

It is the highest' grade of short-eninthat can be produced

g

ODD

FELLOVS PLAN A

ASE YOUR GROCER

A shipment of Cadillac automobiles
is expected to arrive in Las Vegas this

THE FIRST STEP
toward perfect baking is the
selection of the right flour.
It will be no false step if yon
choose the famous Pure Quill
brand. Good bakers will tell
you that with this flour they
can be surer of better results
than with any other. Take
the hint and order a sack of

a

Pure

Quill today. You cannot do a good act too quickly.
V.

15he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

week and has already heen soldi.
Those dreaming about turning corners
and handling a wheel with those
cara are Dr. R. K. McClanahan, Jake
Stern and Sig Nahm.
Every man, womau and child ambi
tious to know something of the world
in which we live, every Jover of the
beautiful, the fascinating and every
one anxious to travel, without the In
conveniences, expense'- and fatigue,
should witness the enthralling travel
ogue, "From the cradle to tne
In Japan" at the Duncan opera house
Wednesday, April 29. It' certainly
will be worth ten times the admission
price. Adv.
g
Exceptions to the report of the
Piladelfo
Baca,
admiinstrator,
in the estate of Jose Baca deceased,
were up before Probate Judge Ade-laidTafoya at 10 o'clock this mornThis case is in the matter in
ing.
s,
which. Valerio- Baca and Prank
heirs of the estate,-- filed a request for an accounting to be made
by tM'tadmmlstr'atbrs and' iled'-with
the court;-'-Ttfce'repoirt't&e'petitlonere
have filed excepttOn,tlaTT;aing there
is still $6,000 to e 'accounted for not
"10,00(W- in the report,' 5whWh"covr
'
sur-livin-

Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.

o
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FIBST NATIONAL BANK
-

"

OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.
-

....-

;

j

j

.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department
ira prepared

of Banking we
to give the best of service

f A

iff

"Interest

on Timo Deposits

...

'

April's I'irlhstone

racsii evaporated
rr
M

Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us before you buy

A

JUST RECEIVED
(1 r

Hp
if

f
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GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
v: '"

MAS

--

im

VEGAS

h

-

"

FORMERLY

.

SALES

COMPANY

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non-Ski- n
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
.

ALL WOEK

Dil

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

,

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
Our Special for
(he week of
Apr.26 (o May 2

PRUDENCIO MARTINEZ AND FELIPE GARCIA WERE SENT UP
FOR BRUTAL CRIME
The resumption of the summer fire
drill of the East Las Vegas fire de
An effort is being made by people
partment will begin tomorrow mornin Las Vegas to petition the
10
residing
at
All
o'clock.
members of the
ing
fire department are requested to be governor for the release of Prudencio
,

present and any member falling to re
port will be fined for his
ance according to an announcement
from Chief Fred Phillips, this morning.
This will be the second year that this
policy of training has been carried out
Much benefit Is derived from it.
non-appe-

The district court of Mora county
will open Monday mornlngfTomorrow
the Lias VegBB people whocare to at
tend the session will leave for Mora,
Among those who will go are Judge
1). J, Leahy;- District Attorney Charles
W. G. Ward, Assistant District Attor
ney Chester Hunker, Attorney Lonis
Ilfeld, Attorney:
sAjS Larrazolo and
Wi. B. Gortnen.
for this
term, of court at Mora is small, and it.
is expected that the session will not
qontinue over a waek. ,
Patriotism is not lacking on the
side since the possibility of war
Wp,
with Mexica, became apparent Headed by Enrique Sena, one of the hest
shots of tho West side and for many
years a a officer in this state, a large
fnuad could b formed who are will-in- ?
to go, to Mexico and fight the
"('holes", ae they are called by the
Sena
Enrique
served In the United states army un
der Captain Reid in the Spanish- American war, and this morning said
that he was ready to leave at any
time for the disturbed republic on the
south,

The Diamond- -

THE CITY

ALL. HEP AIR WORE

THEY WILL CELEBRATE NINETY-FIFTANNIVERSARY OF THE
ORDER WITH BANQUET

Martinez and Felipe Garcia from the
state penitentiary where they are
sentence for rape
serving a
committed in this city on the night of
June
1308.
Due to the atrociousness of the
crime and the fact tnat the jury which
convicted the men had little difficulty
in deciding the case there is liitle
doubt but thate the petition will not be
generally signed, it is declared. '
Martinez and Garcia attacked a
young woman by the name of Carting,
who was employed at the local telephone office. Miss Carting resided on
Douglas avenue tand on, t,he night of
ffune 11,
J&jihe was; caugh .Jy
wese two men on Eighty street, while
passing the alley .between Main, and
ugias avenues.
JChfl case caused state-wid- e
interest
t11ln & the 11131 and the crime
!jiPfleA f the most dastardly ever
committed in this city. Chief of Police Ben Coles arrested the two men.
8T. PAUL'S NOTES

St Paul's choir wili meet for

"
re-

hearsal tonight In' the church at 7:15
o'clock. " A full and prompt attendance
is urged.

Spanish-American-

P&isS

IN

S

Colo.

a

-

.

BI&IHDAY GOOD TIIIE

The Las Vegas lodge of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows will
celebrate the ninety-fiftanniversary
of the foundation of the order with a
Chief Fred Phillips of the fire, debanquet Monday evening In their hall
partment, this morning stated that he on Sixth street. , The banquet will he
has completed an inspection and re- served at 7:30 o'clock and will be folpaired, where needed, all the fire hy- lowed by a program appropriate to the
drants in the city. He reports that all occasion, in which
prominent Odd Felare now in excellent condition, thus lows will
participate. Odd Fellows
adding to the fire protection.
and thier families are invited to attend the celebration.
Three brothers of James O'Byrne,
one accompanied by his family, were
here to attend the funeral of Mrs. EFFORT IS MADE TO
O'Byrne, which occurred yesterdayi.
!
They are Willian O'Byrne of Lo An
FSEE TWO CONVICTS
geles. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph O'Byrne
and two children of Walsenburg, Colo.,
and John O'Byrne of Colorado Springs,
(

Beef took a decided fall this morn
ing at the meat market of the Graaf
and Hayward company. However, the
fall was not in price but a regular
tumble. A rack holding about a ton
and a half of beef became loosened,
alowing the meat to drop to the floor.

carry

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-SOR.IE-

,

-

WHAT IS

We also

rt

--

GEOCEB AND BAKER

Store

COMPANY II
THEY WILL BE CALLED IN CASE
ORGANIZATION IS CALLED
TO BORDER DUTY

35 Cents Each

Adv.

There is nothing better mado

.vSttflrns!.

At

95c.

AUTOMOBILE

JUST RECEIVED

Men's patent leather shoes and Oxfords
and 4.50 quality, Saturday's
special, $2.48. Greenberger. Adv.
$1.25 Negligee

OFFER TO JOIN

PINEAPPLES

FRESH

of Fifty Cent Ties, Special
Saturday, 25c. Greenberger. Adv.

All

ME

A SHIPMENT

H

lot

Saturday

25, 1914.

TVEiNTY-FIV- E

Old Taylor whiskey nd Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. AdT.

-

SATURDAY, APRIL

.......

The Ladles Guild will meet on
Tuesday at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. A.
H. Whitmore, 825 Seventh street.
The Altar Guild will meet on Thursday with Miss Chella Van Petten, 1015
Eighth street at 4 o'clock.

CARD OF THANKS
The Woman's. Auxiliary will meet
O'Byrne ' and Miss Sadie
O'Byrne winh publicly to thank their on Friday at 3 o'clock place of meet
friends and neighbors for their kindly ing will be announced from the chan'
assistance during the last illness and cel.
Mr&
James
following the death of
Friday St's. Phillip and James' Day
O'Byrne. Also for the many beautiful
Holy communion in church at 10:30.
flowers and words of sympathy.

James

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Notice is hereby given that I have
sold my interest in tiio Potter Candy
company to E. R. Russo'l who will
co'.'cct ell accounts and pay all bills
againFt that company.
Signed F. B. POTT R1L Adv.

BALL GAME TOMORROW

Tomorrow afternoon at Amusement
park will occur another baseball
came between the best players from
the West side and tnoso from th!s
:klo of the Callinas.' Despite the fact
tliat these teams put up a rather

On any Bissell's Carpet

Sweeper in the House
$4.80
$2.00

for
for

$8.00
$3.50

SWEEPERS

And So On
THIS OPPORTUNITY

For. our costumers either cash or credit
member we meet all special prices offered and
guarantee our regular prices to be 10 to 20 per
cent lower than other Las Vegas Stores.-

J.

i

C. J0I1NSEN & SON

it'

i

ANNUAL

f.IETij,

'Complete
Home Furnishers''

AND RETURN,

$53.45

ir.IFEEiAL COUKOL, ANCIENT ARACIC

.:c::fLiILK of the mystic

seeine

MAY lO TO 13th., 1014

IICEEIS.ON 'SALE MAY 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10fh., 1914
''Beiorn. limU

Jx! Slsi'. 1914.

An extension of limit 'to'

June 20ih, 1914, can be obtained by payment of $l.U0and
r
deposifeltkket before May lOlb., 1914

D.

LSatchelor, Agent'

slow game laat Sunday, conditions
,TAX NOTICE
seem to whisper tliat the game tomorOn the first Iay of May, the second
row will be hotly contested.
half of the 1913 taxes will become
A number of ball 'players have heen due. All taxes not paid before June
added to the East 'side, lineup, ''a- fea- I w!H he subject to a penalty.
ture obscure even with., tho use, of a
EUGENIO ROMERO,

the
miscroscope last Sunday and
County Treasurer.
I
team feels a hunch, of victory for tomorrow's series..
light automobile lamps at 7:10
Herzog and Ettlnger will form the o'clock this
evening.
Bide
push and stop part of the East
aggregation tomorrow, while Salazar
and Nieto will lend their efforts in
Joseph Cook, premier of the
this line for tha West side. No adyf 'AuBtralia, began life a?
a miner,
mission will be charged.
i

